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Abstract
The next generation of supercomputers, routers, and switches are envisioned
to have hundreds and thousands of optical interconnects among components.
An optical interconnect attains a bandwidth-distance product as high as 90
GHz.km, about 200 times higher than can be attained by a copper inter-
connect. But defects (such as dust or scratches) as small as 1 micron on the
connector endfaces can seriously degrade performance. Therefore, for every
mate and de-mate, optical connectors must be inspected to ensure high per-
formance data transmission capabilities. The tedious and time consuming
task of manually inspecting each connector is one of the barriers to adoption
of optics in the backplanes of large card-based machines.
This thesis provides a framework and method for in-situ automatic in-
spection of backplane optical connectors. We develop an inspection system
that fits into the envelope of a single daughter card, moves a custom micro-
scope objective in three degrees of freedom to image the connector endfaces,
and detects and classifies defects with major diameter of one micron or
larger.
The inspection machine mounts to the backplane in the same manner
as a daughter card, and positions the microscope with better than 0.2 mi-
cron resolution and 15 micron repeatability in three degrees of freedom.
Despite tight packaging constraints, the ultra-long working distance custom
microscope objective attains 1 micron Rayleigh resolution via deconvolution.
Several images taken at different exposures and focus settings are fused to
extend the imaging sensor's limited dynamic range and depth of field. A set
of machine-vision algorithms are developed to process the resulting image
and detect and classify the fiber core, cladding and their defects.
Thesis Supervisor: Samir Nayfeh
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The major contribution of this thesis is to present a comprehensive solution
to the problem of inspection of fiber endfaces in optical backplane systems.
The inspection problem is framed by laying out top-level functional require-
ments on defect detection and then developing secondary constraints and
requirements on the inspection system. These include requirements such as
maximum machine size, motion requirements, defect detection such as find-
ing scratches on the fiber endface and imaging requirements such as Rayleigh
resolution. The key components of the solution are optics, machine vision
and mechanical design. The work resulted in development of an inspection
system, fiber optic ferrule inspection machine (FOFIM), that performs au-
tomatic in-situ inspection of optical fiber endfaces. The subsequent chapters
detail each component but first the need for inspection is motivated.
1.0.1 Fiber Optics Background
An optical fiber is a dielectric waveguide that operates at
optical frequencies... it confines electromagnetic energy in the
form of light to within its surfaces and guides the light in a
direction parallel to its axis [1].
Fibers typically consist of a core, cladding and a buffer as seen in Fig-
ure 1-1. The optical data mainly travels through the core while the difference
in index of refraction between the core and cladding allows for total inter-
nal reflection, maintaining signal integrity by preventing light from leaving
the core (scattering). The buffer adds mechanical strength to the cable and
protects the glass from the various stresses and strains while being handled
and weathering the environment. Typical core and cladding materials are
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silica (SiO 2 ) or silicate, doped with fluoride or oxides such as B 20 5 , GeO2
or P2 05.
Core
Cladding
Buffer
Figure 1-1: Fiber Detail
Single-mode fibers, as the name implies, sustain only one mode due to
the small core size ~ 9pm. Having such a small core size makes optical
interconnects, fiber splicing, and data launching much more difficult due to
strict mechanical tolerances. An advantage is that bandwidths are on the
order of terahertz with a light wavelength of A =1550 nm.
Multimode fibers have much larger cores, typically 50 pm, and are able
to carry multiple optical modes. Due to the larger core size; data launch-
ing, fiber splicing, and optical interconnects are more economical because
the mechanical constraints are not as strict. These fibers may suffer from
inter-modal dispersion and therefore have a lower bandwidth of 2000/500
MHz/km [1].
Million dollar optical routers utilize thousands of optical connections to
obtain data transfer rates in the hundreds of GBits/s. In order to reliably
do so, the endface of each fiber must be defect free [2], and therefore each
endface must be inspected each time a connection is made.
There are many reasons why the fiber endface must be defect free, but
the most obvious and important is to maintain optical signal integrity. In-
sertion loss (IL) and reflectance loss (RL) are typical tests to determine
optical system performance. Insertion loss is the measure of optical power
loss upon signal launch, thus ensuring a high signal to noise ratio for ca-
bles/connectors. Reflectance loss is a measure of the optical power reflected
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back from a fiber cable system, low RL ensures minimal damage to the
launching laser and/or a connector [3]. Current fiber optic connectors are
capable of the performance listed in Table 1.1.
Fiber Type Insertion Loss Repeatability Reflectance loss
Single Mode 0.30-0.5 dB 0.10 dB -50 dB
Multi Mode 0.5-1.0 dB 0.25 dB -60 dB
Table 1.1: Insertion Loss and Reflectance Loss Requirements
Automation improves production, test and inspection capabilities in
many ways [4]:
" Increased System Bandwidth: Endface inspection time is reduced, as
is the overall card-based machine down-time. There would be minimal
connector disassembly on the daughter card or backplane because an
inspection machine capable of in-situ inspection is much more dexter-
ous than a human.
" More Repeatable and Quantitative Results: Machine capabilities are
more deterministic than those of a human, lending more confidence in
the accuracy of the results.
" Reduced Opportunity for Error: The less human involvement in such
an inspection task, the less likelihood for error in data collection.
" Reduced User Involvement: This allows the operator to work on other
important tasks as inspection proceeds creating a more productive
work environment.
" Traceable Results: This allows for quick and accurate determination
of defect characteristics with respect to time.
1.0.2 Currently Available Solutions
In comparison to copper interconnects, fiber optic interconnects have been
notoriously difficult systems to maintain with the current set of available
tools. There are many reasons for this:
o The available automated tools inspect a single ferrule only [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
Their automation lies in defect detection (image processing), not in
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acquiring the ferrule (positioning the camera, focusing and taking pic-
tures). Ferrules on a daughter card or backplane must be inspected
manually, as there currently are no solutions for these tasks. Manual
inspection requires daughter card disassembly and easy access to the
backplane connectors, which may not always be available. With each
card-based machine holding thousands of ferrules, the down time for
disassembly is unacceptable. There is a clear need for in-situ inspec-
tion.
9 There has been relatively little research and development on optical
interconnect maintenance as opposed to fiber optic component manu-
facturing and design.
* There are technology barriers that must be overcome in order to suc-
cessfully design, manufacture, and sell such an automated machine in
the current business market. For example, a typical servo axis costs
typically $5,000 per axis and therefore a 3-axis inspection machine
would be a viable solution only for high-end optical routers or super
computers as this is a fraction of the machine's cost. Thus we must
find or develop new technology to meet the market demand.
* There are diverse system connector configurations and standards, there-
fore it is difficult for a single design to work with all systems as the
current installed base has a plethora of mechanical and electrical con-
figurations.
Difficult maintenance of optical interconnects has been a key hindrance
preventing designers from integrating them into datacom and computing
applications, especially backplanes. System designers see this lack of sup-
port, and rarely design optical interconnects into the backplane. A quality
inspection machine eliminates one of the key hindrances to adoption of op-
tical interconnects, and attainment of high connection bandwidth.
1.1 Functional Requirements
The FOFIM is required to perform in-situ inspection of backplane connec-
tors in large card-based machines such as routers and super computers.
Card-based machines do not have a standard mechanical configuration; for
example, routers form factors vary from large refrigerator sized units to
small 600 x 600 mm boxes as seen in Figure 1-2. In general they have a
backplane, which serves as an electrical or optical interconnect at the back
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of the router between daughter cards. A daughter card is a module that
plugs into the router backplane to perform specific tasks, for example:
" An ingress card receives incoming data
" An egress card sends outbound data
" A switch fabric card
- performs IP address lookup
- sends and receives datagram headers
- calculates routing path dynamically
Daughter Cards
Figure 1-2: Router
The various daughter cards generate heat, and therefore a router's tem-
perature can fluctuate from 18 to 700 C. To suppress this heat, fans are
installed, thus we also have variable air flows and vibrations. These prob-
lems must be dealt with in our inspection machine design.
Their are broadly two methods to inspect backplane connectors, 1) re-
move the daughter card to gain access from the front, or 2) remove the
connector from the backside of the router.
15
At first glance, the second method seems to be the easiest, but many
of the currently installed routers have minimal backplane access and, even
if there is backplane access, such a task is drastically more difficult to au-
tomate than the first method. There would be thousands of connectors to
disassemble and load into the inspection machine. This would mostly likely
be a manual process as a pick and place machine for this task would be
prohibitively expensive. Next the connectors would have to be reassembled
without incurring any damage, a rather tedious and formidable task. The
first method is laid out in Section 1.2, and is convincingly more feasible than
the second scenario.
Thus we decide to inspect the backplane connectors by removing the
daughter card. Having to fit within the daughter card envelope has great
impact upon the FOFIM design, but detailed discussion is deferred to the
subsequent chapters. The initial functional requirement was given by in-
terviews with many costumers, namely, "We need automated backplane in-
spection." Further probing revealed time constraints: inspection of a 12
fiber ferrule in under 2 minutes would be acceptable. Building a few pro-
totypes, showing them to customers and getting feedback helped shape the
functional requirements and prototype discussed in this thesis. For now it
suffices to summarize the functional requirements as follows:
Mechanical Requirements
" The machine must fit within daughter card envelope, a 15x80x300 mm
volume.
* The machine must provide 3-axis motion
- Fiber-to-fiber, travel over a total range of 3.5 mm and minimum
velocity 1 mm/s
- Ferrule-to-ferrule, travel range up to 700 mm at a minimum ve-
locity of 1 mm/s.
- Focus, travel range up to 20 mm with a minimum velocity of
1 mm/s.
Imaging Requirements
* The machine must detect 1-2 pm defects:
- scratches: placement, contrast, and width
- particles, Oils, Chips and Pits: area, placement and contrast
16
Miscellaneous Requirements
" determine pass/fail
* user interface to generate reports
" quick inspection time, approximately 1-2 minutes for a 12 fiber MT
ferrule
" salable at $5k-$10k
* non-destructive to fiber endface
1.2 Machine Usage: Preferred Embodiment
Figures 1-3 through 1-6 illustrate the intended FOFIM usage. A cart holds
the FOFIM, motion-controller and image processing computer with a simple
touch screen interface. This system could either be plugged into an outlet
or powered by a battery for maximum mobility.
An inspection-card is stored in an empty slot within the router, or any
other available storage space. The inspection-card is inexpensive and is
designed specifically for each router to be inspected. When the user needs to
install a new daughter card, each backplane connector needs to be inspected
to ensure that the card will work properly. Thus the technician proceeds as
follows:
1. The operator brings the inspection-cart to the router and removes the
faulty card.
2. The operator removes the camera's protective cover.
3. The operator mounts the camera onto the inspection-card, as shown
in Figure 1-3.
Figure 1-4 depicts the user loading the inspection-card into the router
and connecting the inspection-cart controller to the camera. Next, the
FOFIM begins to inspect each connector within the backplane. It is de-
sirous to have inspection time be less than 2 minutes for a 12-fiber MT
ferrule, and to provide a graphical user interface with live fiber images, the
defects found and store all the results within a database. The database adds
traceability, allowing retrieval of previous inspection results to compare with
current results.
17
LI
Figure 1-3: Inspection System Setup
Figure 1-6 shows the inspection-card being returned to its slot. The new
daughter card is prepped by removing dust caps and is then installed into
the vacant slot.
18
Inspection-
Cards
Protective
Cover
0
Figure 1-4: Inspection System Load
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.Figure 1-5: Inspection System Run
Figure 1-6: Inspection System Done
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1.3 Solution Preview
The prototype design is shown in Figure 1-7 and a short summary of the
various items that solve the problem follows:
X-axis Rack
YZ-Carriag
Camera Tube
Daughter Card 
Z
Figure 1-7: FOFIM prototype
o Optics: Through the use of computer automated design, an ultra
long working distance 15X microscope objective was designed. Post-
processing via inverse filtering achieves 1 lim Rayleigh resolution. The
main challenge was to balance the trade-offs between Rayleigh res-
olution and the packaging constraints (small lens diameter and long
working distance).
o Machine Vision: All available fiber intensity information is captured
through high-dynamic-range and high-depth-of-field imaging. Edge
finding, the Hough Transform and various morphological operators
accurately detect the fiber endface, particles and scratches. The main
21
challenge was developing fiber and defect detection algorithms that
are contrast and illumination invariant.
* Machine Design: Extensive use of an error-budget and lumped param-
eter dynamic modeling allowed us to design a 3-axis inspection ma-
chine with sub-micron resolution. The main challenge was to design a
3-axis machine within a small envelope and tight cost constraints.
1.4 Summary
To summarize, the major goal of this thesis is to lay out the framework
for backplane fiber-optic connector inspection. We present solutions to the
three major aspects of the problem: optics, machine vision and machine
design. Strict functional requirements constrain the possible solution space
for each of the three areas, and are summarized as:
" fit within a 15x80x300 mm envelope
" travel 700 mm, 3.5 mm, and 10 mm along the x, y, and z axes respec-
tively
" inspect a 12-fiber ferrule in under 2 minutes
" detects, characterizes and catalogs 1 pm defects automatically
" run within a live router
" salable at $5k-$10k
22
Chapter 2
Fiber Optic Ferrule Imaging
2.1 Introduction
A fiber optic cable typically consists of a core, cladding and buffer, where the
core and cladding are made of silicon glass differentiated by their indicies of
refraction ensuring total internal reflection, as shown in Figure 2-1. Usually
the buffer consists of plastic to prevent cable damage during handling.
Core
I/Cladding
Buffer -
Figure 2-1: Fiber cable detail
Core diameter ranges from 9 pm for singlemode fibers to 62.5 pim for mul-
timode fibers, and a typical cladding outer diameter is 125 pm. There are
numerous optical connectors ranging from multi-fiber MTP1 and MTRJ2
'Multiple terminations, push-pull latch; a monolithic ferrule housing multiple optical
fibers utilizing a push-pull latch for insertion.
2 MT ferrule, register jack latch; an MT ferrule with a telephone style latching mecha-
nism.
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.... .... P-
connectors, capable of housing up to 72 fibers, to a single-fiber connec-
tor such as the LC 3 connector Figure 2-2. While there are 20 or 30 dif-
ferent specific fiber optic connectors, fundamentally they all can be clas-
sified as either a single fiber ceramic connector or a multi-fiber plastic
connector. Both connector types can house either multi-mode or single-
mode fibers. Each connector type has many applications such as, tele-
com/datacom, LANs4 /CATV 5/video, fiber to the home, premises distri-
bution, gigabit applications (Ethernet, ATM 6 , SONET 7 , etc.), and our ap-
plication the interconnect between PC cards and patch panels. Typical
single-mode performance characteristics are less than 0.3 dB insertion loss
(IL) and -55 dB average return loss (RL), while multi-mode performance
characteristics are less than 0.5 dB insertion loss and -60 dB return loss.
2.2 Problem Statement
In this section we will discuss the optics problem statement, how the FOFIM's
various functional requirements such as in-situ backplane inspection, imag-
ing angle or flat polished ferrules, imaging ceramic and plastic ferrules, and
imaging 1 pm defects, translate into hard constraints on the optical system:
the Rayleigh resolution, dynamic range, depth of field, working distance,
lens diameter and tube length.
2.2.1 Imaging Resolution
Small dimensions of the optical fiber core means that any defects such as
scratches, dust-particles, oil, chipping and pitting may adversely effect the
optical performance of fiber optic interconnects. Also, defect location and
size are important parameters in quantifying their effects upon optical per-
formance.
The impact of defects upon optical signal performance is difficult to
quantify analytically and will require years of research to achieve a complete
set of answers. Initial attempts at quantifying the effect defects have upon
3 Lucent connector; small form factor connector made of plastic with an RJ-style latch
(similar to a phone jack).
4Local Area Networks; a group of computers that share a common communications
line
5 Community Access Television
6 Asynchronous transfer mode; a network technology capable of transmitting video,
audio and computer data over the same network
7 Synchronous optical network; ANSI's standard for connecting fiber optic transmission
systems.
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MPO MTRJ
FC SC
Figure 2-2: Various fiber connector types; LC = Lucent Connector, MU =
Miniature Unit, MPO = Houses an MTP connector, Multiple-Terminations
Push-pull latch, MTRJ = Multiple-Terminations with RJ style jack, FC
= Fiber Connector, and SC = Subscriber Connector
fiber performance are promising, Marcuse lays down the initial foundation
for modeling single-mode fiber splices losses caused by misalignment between
two fibers being joined, parameterizing longitudinal displacement, tilt and
offset [10].
Currently, the TIA8 has developed many fiber optic standards which
cite general guidelines to the appearance of fiber end-faces but they are not
designed for permanent terminations (i.e. connectorization or splicing) [11].
They are intended for the examination of "macro-type" defects and the user
is invited to establish their own method to measure "micro-type" defects [12,
13, 14].
Recently a renewed effort has been started; Mahmood et al and Avram
et al modeled the effect of scratches and digs upon back reflection or RL
using wave scattering theory [15, 16]. As expected, their analysis shows
a correlation between dig/scratch count and RL, but unfortunately they
left model correlation with experimental data for future work. Their defect
8Telecommunications industry association; develops standards for communications and
information technology products and services
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MULC
model neglects defect depth, where scratches are parameterized by length
and width while diameters parameterized pits, particles and chips. Scratch
depth or dust particle height is expected to impact the cable's performance,
hence defect depth should be accounted for in the models.
Recently iNEMI 9 started a project quantifying the effects of endface de-
fects upon optical performance [17]. The overall goal is to define a set of
endface inspection criteria to be used as an extension the existing to TIA
and Telcordia specifications on connector performance. Various papers pre-
sented by iNEMI indicate that defect type, location, and size have drastically
different effects upon the optical performance. As expected, defects closer
to the fiber core more significantly impact optical performance.
A summary of the results follows [18, 19]:
" Scratches outside the fiber MFD (mode field diameter, slightly larger
than core), have minimal impact on IL, RL and BER.
" 2 jim wide or smaller scratches within MFD have no impact on IL
but can degrade RL. The amount of degradation depends on the size
(width and depth) and the number of scratches crossing the fiber MFD.
" Particles on the core result in catastrophic failures while particles on
the ferrule fail to show performance degradation.
" Critical particle parameters are distance from the core, size, type,
hardness and thickness of the particle.
" Oil significantly decreases RL by up to 10-12 dB, but does affect IL,
as it behaves like an index matching gel.
Based on these results, for a single-mode ceramic connector, the rec-
ommend inspection guidelines are as shown in Fig 2-3. The FOFIM must
inspect fibers with the criteria put forth as an industry standard. The small-
est defect, associated with the recommended inspection guideline, is 2 jim.
As a conservative design, the FOFIM imaging system should be able to
resolve 1 pm objects to accurately and repeatably detect 2 jm defects.
2.2.2 Dynamic Range
Multi-fiber connectors generally consist of a plastic (thermoset or thermo-
plastic) and glass resin mixture, which makes for an interesting fiber imaging
9 1nternational Electronics Manufacturing Initiative; they road map the needs of the
global electronics industry providing standards and dissemination of efficient business
practices
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025 - 120 pm
025 pm Scratches
Scratches none > 5 pm
None Non-removables
Non-removables 5 NRs < 5 pm
None none > 5 pm
Figure 2-3: iNEMI fiber inspection guidelines
background (see Figure 2-4). Current off-the-shelf fiber inspection systems
use a coaxial lighting schemes (see section (2.3.1)), which may induce a back
reflection manifesting as a lit-core (Figure 2-5). The lit-core phenomenon
depends on the fiber cable length and on how the other end of the cable is
terminated.
From experimental data, the MT ferrule with an un-lit core image typi-
cally is a 6-stop scene (35 dB), while a lit-core typically has an 8-stop scene
(48 dB). Also, as shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7, the ceramic ferrule reflects
light back toward the imager with coaxial lighting. With an un-lit core, the
ceramic ferrule image can be captured in about 7-stops (42 dB) and with a
lit-core 9-stops (54 dB). Thus, we must capture up to a 54 dB scene.
2.2.3 Depth of Field
Ceramic and plastic ferrules have either an 80 angled polish, known as an
angled physical contact connectors (APC connectors) which reduces back
reflection, or a flat polished connector (PC). The FOFIM is required to
inspect both APC and PC connectors. Unless the APC connector is tilted
8* bringing the endface parallel to the object-plane, the optics require an
18 pim depth of field for the entire fiber to be in focus.
Also, some proprietary MT ferrules have fiber protrusion of up to 10 jim
from the ferrule endface to ensure low insertion loss. It is desirable to capture
the surrounding ferrule endface in focus too, in order to ensure that defects
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Figure 2-4: MT fiber endface image, Multimode
Figure 2-5: MT fiber endface lit core, Multimode
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Figure 2-6: Ceramic fiber endface, Singlemode
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Figure 2-7: Ceramic fiber endface lit core, Singlemode
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such as dust in the surrounding area may be found.
Typical microscope objectives with 1oX to 20X magnification usually
have depth of field on the order of 1 pm, it is difficult to achieve an 18 pm
depth of field with conventional optics.
2.2.4 Working Distance
The FOFIM is required to inspect panel connectors which are recessed within
a housing by 18 mm (Figure 2-8). As shown in Figure 2-9, there are three
possible imaging conditions used to inspect the panel connectors depending
on the location of the inspection optics:
18 mm
Figure 2-8: Panel connector, deeply recessed housing
1. Outside the housing: This allows larger optics and prevents them from
touching the connector endface. Although in this particular case the
resolution is limited by the panel connector shroud, other connectors
benefit from the higher resolution a larger optic achieves.
2. Inside the recess just in front of the fiber endface. Most MT connectors
have a guide pin protruding from the ferrule which aligns the connec-
tors upon mating. This pin protrudes by 3 mm, so we should keep the
optics slightly further away in order to prevent damage to the optics.
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Also, the optics must be able to image each fiber, and therefore the
optic diameter can be no larger than 5 mm in order to fit within the
panel connector recess, and to image each fiber with the lens centered
on the fiber.
3. Within the 3 mm envelope of the ferrule pin: The optic size would
have to be reduced even more as the distance between the pin and the
first fiber is 250 jim.
Lens outside
shrou
Lens inside
shroud -
Lens inside
pin envelope
Panel Connector
Shroud
Ferrule
Figure 2-9: Imaging optics placement for panel connector inspection
The last imaging method, with the smallest lens very close to the ferrule,
should have the highest resolution of the three imaging conditions. The lens
could be damaged by the ferrule pin during a focus movement or it could
come into contact with the ferrule endface possibly damaging the fibers,
making manipulation quite difficult.
While imaging the panel connector, the first two optic systems have
approximately the same numerical aperture (NA) and thus the same im-
age resolution. But when inspecting other connectors without the recessed
shroud, the large lens yields a much higher resolution and it is less likely to
the hit the ferrule endface or the ferrule guide-pins. We choose to design
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with a 20 mm working distance ensuring the highest resolution for all con-
nectors and eliminating the possibility of lens damage as could occur when
the lens is placed inside the shroud.
2.2.5 Maximum Lens Diameter
As shown in Figure 2-10, the lens diameter can be no larger than 12 mm
in order for the optic to be placed on axis with each fiber in an MT con-
nectori and to fit within the 15 mm daughter card pitch. We must also
account for the lens mount size and the actuators. Therefore, for a practical
implementation, we can not have an optic diameter larger than 10 mm.
10 mm
Lens
Diameter
15 mm
Daughter
Card 3mm
Pitch Fiber-to-Fiber
Figure 2-10: Daughter pitch constraint
2.2.6 Tube Length
As discussed in Chapter 4, the FOFIM's envelope can be no larger than
15x75x300 mm. The system's motors, actuators, connectors, cabling, and
so on, along with the optics must fit within that envelope. A 200 mm tube
length should leave adequate room for the supporting FOFIM components,
yet provide good imaging properties.
'
0 The maximum distance from the first fiber to the last fiber is 3 mm for MT ferrules.
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2.2.7 Summary of Requirements
In summary, the fundamental functional requirements for our imaging de-
vice are: 1 tim minimum Rayleigh resolution, 20 mm minimum working dis-
tance, 10 mm maximum optic diameter, 20 pm depth of field, and 200 mm
maximum tube length. Next we discuss currently available solutions to the
imaging problem.
2.3 Currently Available Solutions
2.3.1 2D Microscopy
It is well known that microscopes provide an enlarged two-dimensional im-
age. A common brightfield microscope setup is shown in Figure 2-11. The
objective lens is focused on the object to be imaged, light reflects off/passes
through the object and travels coaxially up through the lenses focusing onto
the image plane.
Objective Lens
Object Stage
Mirror to Reflect the Light Source
Figure 2-11: brightfield microscopell
"Printed here with the express written permission of the author Nikon Inc. [201
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A few "tricks" employed in 2D Microscopy aid in imaging different object
types.
2.3.2 brightfield Illumination
Brightfield refers to a setup where the light source is injected coaxially into
the imaging system, either via a beam splitter above the objective or through
a condenser underneath the object (as shown in Figure 2-11). The light is
then reflected off/passed through the object through lenses and onto the
image plane, typically a human eye or a camera sensor. This is the familiar
microscope setup often used in high-school science classes.
2.3.3 Dark-field Illumination
Dark-field (dark-ground) illumination occurs when the lighting is a hollow
cone with numerical aperture greater than the objective [21, 22]. An example
of coaxial dark-field lighting can be seen in Figure 2-12, the light travels
axially down the lens tube and is reflected by a few mirrors directing the
light toward the object at an oblique angle. Assuming the object is not
perfectly flat, it will scatter light in different directions depending on surface
orientation and its index of refraction. Thus some of the diffracted light
passes back through the optics and onto the image plane.
Objective Lenses
Hollow Cone of Light
Scattered Light from Object
Figure 2-12: Dark-field objective12
1
2 Printed here with the express written permission of the author Michael W. David-
son [23]
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The advantage of dark-field illumination is that makes it easier to observe
defects such as surface imperfections. For example, if we are trying to image
a flat piece of glass with a single scratch, under brightfield illumination the
scratch may be "drowned out" by the reflection of the rest of the glass being
imaged. Under dark-field lighting, the only light passing into the optical
system will be that scattered by the scratch.
2.3.4 Other Illumination Variants
* Julius Rheinberg developed an interesting illumination scheme, com-
prising a combination of brightfield and dark-field illumination, where
the brightfield consists of one color and the dark-field of another. This
produces interesting colorful images up to a moderate magnification
(40X) [241.
" Apodization-The exit pupil shape and attenuation determine the
amplitude point spread function (PSF) of a diffraction limited op-
tic system [25] 13. For example, a system with a round pupil exhibits
a diffraction-limited PSF in the shape of a sinc14 function, as shown
in Figure 2-13, where height represents attenuation.
The image is the convolution of the PSF with the object, and therefore
the side-lobes may have significant impact on the result. Apodization
attempts to reduce the impact of the side-lobes via an attenuation
mask at the exit pupil. A Gaussian attenuation mask is a rather
popular method for this, but has the drawback of broadening the main-
lobe along with decreasing the PSF height (effectively boosting low
frequency response characteristics at the expense of the high frequency
response). Also, inverse apodization boosts high frequency response
at the expense of the low frequency response [26, 25].
" Phase Contrast: Frits Zernike developed a method to view "invisible"
organisms. These organisms have varying indicies of refraction and
thickness thus the optical path length of the light diffracted by them
changes and accordingly so does the phase. The phase contrast micro-
scope simply introduces another phase shift between the diffracted and
the direct light such that constructive/destructive interference occurs,
thus allowing the user to see the "invisible" phase object [27].
1 3The PSF is the optical equivalent of the impulse response, the image output of the
optical system to a point-source input.
1 4sinc(x)= sin(x)/x
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Side-lobes
Figure 2-13: PSF of circular pupil
The curious reader is invited to read the literature for more information
on the world of 2D microscopy [27].
2.3.5 3D Microscopy
Significant research has recently been done on 3D microscopy, as it gives
much more information.
A brief overview follows:
" Interferometry: There are many different types of interferometers, but
the preferred embodiment for fiber endface inspection is along the lines
of the Michelson Interferometer, as it is simple in concept. Basically, a
diffuse monochromatic light source is split into two paths via a beam
splitter. One path goes to a reference mirror and the other path goes
to the object to be inspected. The light reflects back down the paths
and meets again at the beam splitter, where they form an interference
pattern which is directly correlated with the difference in distance of
the object and the reference mirror, as shown in Figure 2-14
" Holography: Dakoff et al developed digital interference holography
where the interference pattern of an object is generated optically and
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Object
Light Source
Reference]
Objective Lens
Beamsplitter
Camera
Mirror
Figure 2-14: Michelson interferometer
digitally recorded using an CCD/CMOS imager. The holographic im-
age field is numerically calculated and the process is repeated for a
large number of varying wavelengths. It is the numerical superposition
of the holographic image fields that produces the 3D measurements of
the object [28].
* Contact Microscopy: This method basically involves dragging a stylus
across the object while measuring height variations at known positions.
This scanning method is a rather slow process, and because it requires
physical contact with the object, damage to the fiber endface could
occur.
Numerous other 3D Microscopy solutions exist but they are typically too
expensive to be of use for the FOFIM.
2.3.6 Off the Shelf Solutions
Nikon, Zeiss, Leica, Olympus and several other optical design and manufac-
turing companies produce excellent objectives which can satisfy a 1 micron
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resolution imaging condition. We must remember that the system must fit
within the daughter card envelope, have 20 mm or greater working distance
and relatively low cost.
A typical CCD/CMOS sensor has 5-10 pm pixel spacing' 5 , hence to
image a 1 tpm object we need between 1oX and 20X transverse magnification
from the objective. Searching through optical catalogs, we find objectives
satisfying our requirements. However, all of the off-the-shelf objectives with
this resolution, working distance and magnification have a minimum cost
of $2,000, and a minimum diameter of 30 mm. A few reasons why these
objectives are rather large and of high cost follow:
" They are highly optimized for chromatic aberration, typically either
for the entire visible light range (500 nm to 750 nm) or deep ultraviolet
(250 nm to 350 nm). Hence, they contain many lenses, usually 10 or
more.
* They simply were not designed with the size constraints that we face.
* They have longer tube lengths on the order of 300 mm.
These microscope objectives exceed our cost and size functional require-
ments, hence they are not a satisfactory solution. After a wide search, we
conclude no existing optics are capable of meeting all of the functional re-
quirements. The only suitable solution is to design custom optics specific to
this application.
2.4 Optical Design
After an exhaustive review of currently available solutions, it becomes clear
that a custom designed objective is the best possible solution. The following
section details a lens design which achieves the following capabilities:
* 15X magnification
* 20 mm working distance
* 200 mm tube length
* 0.22 object NA
1
5 Recent technology has pushed pixel spacing near 2 Mm, but the signal-to-noise also
drops significantly and likewise the image quality.
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* 1.4 pm diffraction limit
* Seidel aberrations significantly reduced below the diffraction limit
A rather simple "reversed telephoto" design consists of two doublets
and two singlets [29], as shown in Figure 2-15. This design is chosen for
the FOFIM optics and key design details are presented in the following
paragraphs.
Figure 2-15: Final design
The lens design process often starts with a patent search to prevent
the usual problem of reinventing the wheel. There are thousands of optical
design patents readily available, the more recent and relevant ones are U.S.
patent numbers 4521083, 6016226 and 6721094. These patents were designed
for very specific use in the UV band or require numerous lenses. As shown
in the next section, the functional requirements lead to a simple design not
requiring very many lenses or ultra-tight tolerances.
If no patents are found that solve the imaging problem, we must resort
to designing the system from scratch. A flowchart depicting this process is
shown in Figure 2-16. First we layout the first-order design that satisfies
all the functional requirements, it is typically an arrangement of component
focal lengths and spacings providing the appropriate image. Next the first-
order design is input into the optical design software and variables are set,
for example, lens properties such as radii, spacings, and glass properties.
An error function penalizing the current design for not meeting the user's
performance criteria is generated and then the system is run through a
minimization function to reduce the error on the error function. This process
is repeated until the system is satisfactory. More details of this process are
discussed later in the chapter but for now we give a little optics background
information and discuss the first-order design.
2.4.1 First Order Design
As applies to all design processes, before any actual design work begins
we must determine the system's functional requirements; determine which
requirements have firm limits and those which can tolerate deviation. We
must question the requirements so as to not over constrain the problem and
to seek a physically realizable and practical solution [29].
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Figure 2-16: Optical Design Process
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Recalling the aforementioned functional requirements in the order of
decreasing importance:
* 10 mm maximum optic diameter
* 20 mm minimum working distance
* 1 pm minimum Rayleigh resolution
* 200 mm maximum tube length
* 5-10 prm depth of field
The lens diameter and working distance arrive from strict physical con-
straints for the FOFIM. We cannot exceed these constraints or the system
simply will not fit within the card slot. Soon we will see how these require-
ments impact the system design. The resolution requirement is not as firm
a requirement, but the 1 4um resolution is desired at the expense of the tube
length and depth of field.
Small Diameter vs. High Resolution:
As the accepted practice, Rayleigh's resolution criterion,
0.61A(21
resolution = A(2.1)NA
shall be used to determine the system's optical resolution. The parameter A
is the working optical wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture of the
optical system. As a matter of physics, the image of a diffraction limited
optical system is always blurred and of reduced contrast. Better optics
induce less blurring and less reduction of contrast. For example, a simple
point source will be imaged as a circle, where its intensity is brighter in the
center and gradually decays as does a sinc16 function. The diameter and
intensity distribution are determined by the system's optical properties.
Rayleigh resolution is defined as the minimum distance between two
point sources where the two sources can still be resolved in the image. The
amount of blurring and reduction of contrast ultimately determines the sys-
tem Rayleigh resolution.
What does this mean in terms of detecting fiber endface defects? In
practice we are not concerned about mislabeling a 1 pm particle as a 2 pm
1
6 sinc(x)= sin(x)/x
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particle which could easily happen due to image blurring. Also we are not
concerned about detecting two closely spaced 1 pm particles as separate
particles; we would be satisfied labeling it as one larger particle. So, if the
optics are designed to meet the 1 pm Rayleigh resolution, we should be
able to detect defects smaller than 1 pm, since we are not concerned with
accurate signal reconstruction.
The definition of NA is depicted in Figure 2-17, where NA= n sin 0, n is
the index of refraction of the medium through which the light travels as it
approaches the lens, 0 is the angle of light that is accepted by the lens.
NA= n sin 0
d
a
Figure 2-17: NA, numerical aperture definition
Trigonometry immediately shows that the NA is related to working dis-
tance, a, and half diameter, /2
NA = nsind = n d/2(2.2)
a2 + (d)2
and so resolution is found as
resolution = 1.22A 2 + ( (2.3)
nd + 2y
When a >> d/2 we obtain the simple relationship
resolution = a 1.22A (2.4)
nd
Clearly the Rayleigh resolution improves (smaller and smaller objects be-
come visible) as lens diameter increases.
Earlier technical considerations established a 20 mm minimum working
distance and 15 mm daughter card pitch. Now we need to maximize the lens
diameter to minimize the resolution limit. Thus daughter card pitch directly
influences the system's Rayleigh resolution; it dictates the maximum optic
size which is less than 10 mm in diameter allowing enough room to hold the
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lenses and move it around for viewing the various fibers within the 15 mm
envelope.
Minimization of the working wavelength A also improves the resolution
limit (see Eq. 2.1). As an example, with blue lighting (A = 470 nm) and
10 mm lens diameter, we can nominally resolve two point sources separated
by 1.2 pm. While it is possible to design optics with lighting at UV wave-
lengths (approx. 300 nm), these systems are typically much more expensive
as they require exotic glass and the image sensors are a bit more expensive
too. While blue lighting does not give quite the desired resolution we will
discuss how to resolve past the Rayleigh resolution later in the chapter.
Magnifications vs. Tube Length:
Figure 2-18 depicts a singlet with focal length f, working distance a and
tube length b. Working distance is the distance between the object and
the lens, and tube length roughly is the distance between the lens and the
image plane. These loose definitions are approximate but will suffice for this
discussion.
f1 f
Object
hImage
a b
Figure 2-18: Singlet imaging condition
The transverse magnification Ttrans, is defined as the ratio between image
and object heights, i.e. Trans = ho/hi. With a little analysis, using the
simple lens maker formula
1 1 1
--+ - (2.5)Sa b
and some simple paraxial ray-tracing rules:
" A ray parallel to the optical axis on the object side passes through the
focal point on the image side
" A ray passing through the focal point on the object side runs parallel
to the optical axis on the image side.
* A ray aimed through the center of the lens is passed straight through.
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one can derive
ho fTtrans - -" - (2.6)hi a - f
and applying Equation (2.5) we get
ho -b
Trans - - b (2.7)hi a
Thus, for our system, with a = 20 mm and Trans ranging from loX
to 20X 17 , the tube length range is 200 to 400 mm. This brings us close
to the desired requirements, but we need to minimize the tube length if
possible. Our task is to find an optimum point where we can obtain the
desired working distance along with an appropriate tube length.
Several techniques are available to effectively shorten the tube length
with minimal impact upon the other system properties. The most common
introduce mirrors or prisms to fold the optical path back and forth from
the object to the image. Technically the effective tube length remains the
same, but the distance from the back lens to the imaging sensor is shortened
because the path is folded. While this is a viable solution, it is not quite
suitable for our application as it widens the camera system, requiring very
precise mirror/prism alignment. Moreover these mirrors and prisms are
fairly expensive.
Another way to slightly skirt this working distance vs. tube length issue
is by adding more lenses. A lens's basic function is to bend light, thus the
more lenses the easier it is to bend the light. Figure 2-19 depicts two systems
with equal transverse magnification, the main differences being the number
of lenses and tube length. By shortening the focal length of the positive
singlet and placing a negative lens behind it we are able to achieve the same
transverse magnification while shortening the tube length.
Applying Eq. (2.5) in a cascaded fashion allows quick modeling of multi-
element systems. Also using a spreadsheet program, we can quickly setup
our optic system and see how system parameters change with variables.
For example, for the two lens example (see Figure 2-20) we desire a 15X
magnification with 20 mm working distance. Thus in our spreadsheet as
shown in Table 2.1 we have a, = 20 mm.
The application of the lens maker formula to our first order design is as
shown in Figure 2-21. Since we are using a "reversed telephoto" design we
definitely want b1 to be positive (i.e. to the right of the lens). Therefore,
1
7 This assumes 5-10 1im pixel pitch on the image sensor for 1 pixel = 0.5 jim
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Figure 2-19: Singlet vs. doublet; same magnification different tube lengths
al bi
a2
Spacing 
a b2
Figure 2-20: Two element system
by Eq. (2.5) our focal length should be slightly smaller than the a, so we
set fi = 16 mm. Applying Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain b, = 80 and
Ttrans1 = -4.
al bi
Figure 2-21: First lens tracing
Again the lens maker formula is applied to the subsequent lens, as shown
in Figure 2-22. The lens spacing is arbitrarily set to 50 mm, as computations
are performed via spreadsheet we can easily change this later to observe its
effects. Now a2, the distance between the object seen by the second lens to
the second lens, is simply calculated by subtracting b1 from the lens spacing,
50 mm - 80 mm = -30 mm. Also since the total system magnification is
simply the multiplication of each lens' magnification, we find Trans2 = 3.75.
Applying Eqs. (2.6) and (2.5) we find b2 = 112.5 mm and f2 = -40.9091 mm.
This example clearly shows how two lenses effectively shorten tube length
from 300 mm to 112.5 mm. For example, it is quite simple to demonstrate
that the wider we space the two lenses, the shorter the tube length becomes.
Also, we can easily determine the required focal lengths to make a 1oX or
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a2
Spacing' b2
Figure 2-22: First lens tracing
Lens a b f Ttrans Spacing
1 20 mm 80 mm 16 mm -4X 50 mm
2 -30 mm 112.5 mm -40.9091 mm 3.75X
total mag -15X I
Table 2.1: First order spreadsheet calculation
20X objective.
We need to be careful with this reversed telephoto design for a few rea-
sons: One may notice that the NA of the singlet system is slightly higher
than that of the doublet, thus the system resolution is slightly decreased
in the doublet case. For extremely short tube lengths this setup requires
a significant amount of "optical work," bending of light at each lens which
easily results in large aberrations18
In practice, a good objective design certainly needs more than one lens
to correct for the various aberrations (spherical, astigmatism, chromatic,
etc.), as long as we are aware of this problem and try not to go overboard
with shortening the tube length we should be fine.
Now that we have a decent back-of-the-envelope system, we can move to
a optical design software program to check the details.
2.4.2 Computer Aided Design
Optical computer-aided-design software quickly allows us to investigate many
design permutations, giving freedom to explore many designs, of which hope-
fully one solves the imaging problem. Such computer programs are simply
optimization algorithms minimizing a user defined merit function operating
on the user's design. It is not an automated process; the minimization of a
non-linear multi-variable system allows many solutions and without apply-
ing some intuition it becomes quite difficult to find a satisfactory solution.
18 "...deep curvatures and large angles of incidence and obliquity ... lead to unusually large
amounts of secondary and tertiary aberrations" [30]
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Blind application of the minimization algorithm results in finding a local
minimum that is nowhere near the global minimum. With experience, a little
insight as to how to define an appropriate merit function and how to move
the optimization routine out of the local minimum, a good first order optical
design, and a little luck we should be able to find a decent solution.
A simplified overview of a CAD process follows along the lines of:
1. input first order lens design
2. define system variables to be optimized (radii, thickness, indicies of
refraction)
3. define optimization merit function
4. run minimization algorithm on the merit function with the defined
system variables
5. if the system is not satisfactory go to step 2 and redefine some system
variables and/or the merit function and repeat the steps until the
system meets the desired performance.
Inputting the first-order design into the software is a matter of inputting
lens spacings, lens radii and glass properties into a spreadsheet. From the
first order design, we know the desired lens power (or inversely their focal
lengths, power = 1/f) and the lens placements, i.e., 20 mm working distance,
and the 50 mm lens separation. To determine appropriate lens radii, we
return to the basics; Eq. (2.8) demonstrates the paraxial approximation
between lens radii, index of refraction and focal length. It is clear that
many different combinations of radii and indicies of refraction give the same
focal length f, so a simple method to determine radii is to set them to equal
in magnitude but of opposite sign and to assume glass index of BK7 as it is
ubiquitous.
(n - (2.8)f R1 )
The radii R1 and R 2 are shown in Figure 2-18.
Applying Equation (2.8), the radii are solved for as as shown in table 2.2.
The next step is to define an optimization merit function. This optimiza-
tion is largely an art and is perhaps the most important task as it determines
how the design will progress. The optimization merit function, also known
as an error function, is based on the premise that our desired optical qual-
ity and capability can be quantified into a single number. Typically this
consists of a combination of the following items:
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Surface Radius [mm] Thickness [mm] Glass
0 0 20 AIR
1 16.231052 0 BK7
2 -16.231052 50 AIR
3 -31.564034 0 BK7
4 31.564034 94.793669 AIR
Table 2.2: System detail input: 15X transverse magnification at A = 470 nm
" Seidel Aberrations: These refer to aberrations that occur in monochro-
matic light due to the paraxial approximation inaccuracies, namely
sin 0 6 9. The main aberrations are spherical, coma, astigmatism,
field curvature, and distortion. The curious reader will find [31] to be
a good introductory read on the Seidel aberrations.
" Modulation Transfer Function (MTF): This is a plot of system con-
trast with respect to input frequency, the optical analog of the Bode
plot from systems theory. Basically, an object containing frequency
swept sinusoids (see Figure 2-23) is input into the optic and the con-
trast is measured for each frequency. The MTF from our final system
design is shown in Figure 2-23. It shows the typical output from
an incoherently-lit diffraction-free optic, contrast decreases almost lin-
early as input frequency increases for the desired wavelengths (454-
485 nm). This shows that the optical system will have trouble imaging
frequencies above 715 cycles/mm at the object plane, approximately
1.4 /Lm Rayleigh resolution on the object 19 .
" Point Spread Function (PSF): This is the illumination distribution of a
point source's image, effectively an optical impulse response. Figure 2-
24 shows the PSF of the final design. The central peak is near unity
and decays rather quickly, both desirous traits. This shows the diffrac-
tion effects which slightly blur and reduce the contrast of all images,
as the image is simply the convolution of the object with the PSF.
Off-axis points behave quite similarly to on-axis points thus creating
a uniform response across the field of view.
* Spot Diagram: This is a plot of rays from many wavelengths traced
from various points within the field of view to a spot on the image.
This diagram allows us to easily see the various Seidel aberrations and
'
9 Rayleigh resolution diffraction limit corresponds to about 9% on the MTF curve.
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chromatic aberrations. An example from the final design can be seen in
Figure 2-25. It shows slight astigmatism in the off-axis points but since
all rays are well within the diffraction limit, the circle surrounding each
field point, we see diffraction effects rather than chromatic or Seidel
aberrations.
OJ HT
-7.5fn 4 0 0
OBJ HT 0 0
-5.25imn 0
OC"TM 0 .. 0 0
-0.01 -0.005 0 0.005 0.01
FOCUS SHIFT
SPOT SIE & F= 941": LNT - 15X Objective M
V: 7 : 05W: 0.4 SPOT DIAGRAM ANALYSIS
Figure 2-25: Spot diagram
" Optical Path Difference (OPD): This is a measure of the departure of
the actual wavefront from an ideal spherical wavefront [29]. In other
words, light traveling from a single point on-axis and off-axis should
have the same optical path lengths resulting in no wavefront errors.
A system with OPD less than 1/4 -wavelength is known as diffraction
limited, because diffraction effects dominate the system output as op-
posed to the Seidel aberrations. A wavefront plot of the final design
can be seen in Figure 2-26, which shows that all field points have OPD
< 0.06A, which is quite good.
" Departure from physical constraints: We can specify a desired system
magnification, tube length, working distance, basically any physical
constraint and have the departure from the desired level be part of
the error function.
After a few optimization iterations on the first order system (shown in
Table 2.2), with the various error functions it becomes apparent that we
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Figure 2-26: Optical path difference
are rather
Smith [29]
far from a solution. An abbreviation of techniques employed by
to improve the convergence to the desired solution are as follows:
" Bend the optical elements, i.e., hold fixed the optical power while
changing the lens shape.
" Try to remove "weak" optical elements
r Try to split a "strong" optical element into two or more "weaker"
elements.
" Add an element.
" Remove an element.
" Try reversing elements to "jar" the optimization out of the local min-
ima.
" Change optimization merit function drastically for a few iterations and
then go back to the original merit function.
* Hold some variables constant for a few iterations and then allow them
to vary.
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After many iterations and experiments with the various tips listed above,
a good solution was found, as shown in Figure 2-27. This consists of two dou-
blets and two singlets, detailed specs are shown in Table 2.3. One should
keep in mind that the glass used is specific to the manufacturer, see Ap-
pendix A.0.2 for detailed glass information. The previous system results
presented on MTF, PSF, spot diagram and OPD indicate that the system
will perform very well, nearly diffraction limited with 1.4 pm Rayleigh res-
olution.
Figure 2-27: Optical design solution
Surface Radius Thickness Glass
Object 0 20.0 Air
1 -319.761 2.0 LAF6
2 -10.16 2.0 K20
3 -20.193 4.664026 Air
4 28.6 2.0 K20
5 -12.014 2.0 ZF13
6 -202.66 22.949037 Air
7 18.155 6.87 QF8
8 -27.48 6.890578 Air
9 -11.172 2.175 K20
Image 12.446 148.452244 Air
Table 2.3: System design table
Illumination
Experimentation with the bench top testbed, (as detailed in Chapter 4),
with a few different lighting schemes shows dark-field illumination may be
an appropriate solution to image small defects upon the fiber endface. Un-
fortunately, dark-field illumination requires a significant level of illumination
and packaging constraints make it difficult to practically implement. Thus
coaxial illumination appears to be the only practical solution.
Implementing coaxial illumination is also not trivial as back reflections
can wreak havoc on the final image. One must be careful when selecting
optical coatings and lens radii to reduce the amount of reflections in the
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optical system. Discussions with a few optical design experts, Warren Smith
and Tom Hubin, provided some practical design tips:
" If possible, locate the beam splitter in collimated space to reduce astig-
matism for plate beam splitters or spherical and chromatic aberrations
for cube beam splitters.
" Make sure to use anti-reflective coatings on all surfaces of the beam
splitter to reduce ghosting affects.
" Use flocking paper, or matte black paint to absorb stray light.
" If possible, the image sensor should receive the reflected light from
the beam splitter as a first surface reflection and the light should be
transmitted through the splitter.
" Locate the splitter as far as possible from the image sensor.
" The light source should pass through all optics, tubes, apertures with-
out hitting anything that might scatter light toward the imager. Use
baffles to counteract this if required.
" Include the beam splitter in your optical lens design to account for the
aberrations that it introduces.
The system design utilized a cube-beam splitter located directly behind
the last lens element. Upon implementation, the image contrast was greatly
reduced to the point where no practical image could be formed. Upon close
inspection, we found that the beam splitter mount reflected light back to-
ward the imager, reducing the system contrast. The cube beam splitter and
mount were switched with a plate-beam splitter and a different mount that
did not scatter the incoming lighting. This greatly alleviated the scatter-
ing problem and the system produced significantly better images, which are
adequate for this optical system.
Design for Manufacturing: Error Budget
With CAD software it is fairly easy to simulate the effects of manufactur-
ing tolerances and mechanical positioning of each lens. Speaking with a
few manufacturers to determine manufacturing capabilities and the associ-
ated costs greatly aids in design for manufacture. For example a typical
manufacturer may have a spec sheet as found in Table 2.4.
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Applying the appropriate quality to the lens design by carefully speci-
fying tolerances and appropriate statistical distributions on all parameters;
radius, power fringes, irregularity fringes, thickness, indicies of refraction,
decentration and tilt, we can performing a Monte-Carlo simulation to de-
termine how quality affects system performance.
Also, we can reduce the overall system sensitivity to each of the toler-
ances and to spread the sensitivity evenly among the components by simulta-
neously optimizing all the systems created from the Monte-Carlo simulation.
This allows us to "loosen" tolerances on each component, effectively making
them easier and less expensive to manufacture and assemble.
Attribute Commercial Quality Precision Quality MFG Limits
Glass Quality (nd) 0.001 0.0005 Melt controlled
Diameter (mm) +0.00/-0.10 +0.000/-.025 +0.000/-0.010
Radius (mm) 0.2% 0.1% 0.025%
Power SAG(fringes) 10 5 1
Irregularity (fringes) 2 0.5 0.1
Tilt (arc, min) 3 1 0.5
Decentration (mm) 0.050 0.010 0.002
Scratch-Dig 80-50 60-40 10-5
Table 2.4: Typical tolerance specification sheet
This method quickly helped move the system tolerances from the man-
ufacturing limits down to precision quality greatly reducing costs. Detailed
Drawings can be found in the Appendix A.
2.4.3 Depth of field and Dynamic Range
Depth of field (DOF) is calculated as
DOF = b(2.9)
2NA X Ttrans
where b is the acceptable blur size at the image-plane, typically the CCD/CMOS
pixel size, and NA is the object numerical aperture. For this system we have
NA = 0.22, b = 7 pm and Ttrans = 15X, giving DOF = 1.1 pm. This does
not meet the 20 pm functional requirement; section 3.3.2 details how the
DOF is extended via digital image-processing.
The imaging device limits the system's dynamic range, which in this case
is approximately 40 dB from the manufacturers specification sheet. Exten-
sion of dynamic range via image-processing is also deferred to Chapter 3.
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2.4.4 Verification
Examples of images taken with the design optics can be seen in Figs 2-28(a),
2-29(a), and 2-30(a). Beside each is an image of the same fiber taken with
a higher resolution objective, 0.96 pm resolution. The FOFIM's images are
slightly blurred, owing to the lower 1.4 Mm resolution as expected.
(a) Image by Designed Objective (b) Image by Objective with 0.3 NA
Figure 2-28: MT fiber 1 image with designed optics
(a) Image by Designed Objective (b) Image by Objective with 0.3 NA
Figure 2-29: MT fiber 2 image with designed optics
Due to limited resources, we are unable to directly measure the system
MTF and PSF, but it can be argued that we can compare the general results
with the different sets of images from each objective. Images from the 0.3 NA
objective achieves a higher contrast and appear "sharper," due to the higher
resolution. This is roughly the performance we are looking for from the
portable FOFIM. Fortunately, there are a few methods for reducing the
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(b) Image by Objective with 0.3 NA
Figure 2-30: MT fiber 3 image with designed optics
diffraction effects as discussed in the next section.
2.4.5 Deconvolution
Optics are typically modeled as linear and shift-invariant, the recorded image
I is found as
I =P (O + N (2.10)
or in the Fourier domain,
i= x P + N (2.11)
where^ denotes Fourier transform, 0 is the 2D object being imaged, P is the
PSF, N is noise introduced by the image capture process, and 0 denotes the
convolution operator [32]. A diagrammatic portrayal of the image capture
process can be seen in Figure 2-31.
Image deconvolution's goal is to reconstruct 0, given I and P. If we
simply neglect the noise, it appears that we can reconstruct the original
image as = P-i. This computation is very fast as it only requires an FFT
and division, but noise wreaks havoc upon high frequency components [33,
341. Due to the system noise, the image inversion problem is ill-posed, i.e.,
a unique and stable solution may not exist.
A quick example of typical deconvolution filtering capabilities is shown
by a simulated frequency response of the designed optics. Figure 2-32(a)
shows that the optical system resolution is about 715 cycles/mm2 0 and upon
2 0 Rayleigh resolution corresponds to 9% contrast on the MTF curve.
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(a) Image by Designed Objective
Additive
Noise
Object Image
Figure 2-31: Imaging system
deconvolution via Weiner filter we achieve approximately 900 cycles/mm
(Figure 2-32(b)). One should note that noise reduction would slightly im-
prove the deconvolution results. A short survey of the many different ap-
proaches to solving the image inversion problem follows:
9 Linear Regularization Methods: Ivanov and Tikhonov first proposed
regularization methods to reduce the set of solutions to one optimal
solution, differences in the definition of optimality have created many
distinct methods [35, 36]. The basic premise is to use the physics of the
problem to obtain an optimal solution while minimizing II - P0112 .
Typical physical constraints used to regularize the problem are bounds
on system noise or bounds on the energy of 0, the smoothness of the
object. A few regularization methods follow:
- Tikhonov introduced a high pass filter H and regularization pa-
rameter A to minimize Il-- P9011 +AIIH 0OII, where the second
term is an image smoothness weighting function [36]. The recon-
structed image in the frequency domain is then:
Oest = p* + A 2 = (2.12)
P* denotes the complex conjugate of P, and W is known as the
window function, the window function is different for the various
definitions of optimality.
- The Weiner filter, assumes 0 and N have Normal distributions
with zero mean and variance, o-o and aN respectively, giving the
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Simulated MTF with 27 dB SNR
600 700 800 900 1000
Resolution [cycles/mm]
(a) Simulated MTF with 27 dB SNR (RMS)
Deconvolved Simulated MTF with 27 dB SNR
600 700 800 900 1000
Resolution [cycles/mm]
(b) Simulated MTF with 27 dB SNR (RMS) Deconvolved
Figure 2-32: Simulated MTF
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Fourier filter as:
= 22 (2.13)P*P + 0,2 2
The result is optimal in minimization of the mean-square-error
between the estimate and true images, and reduces to the ideal
inverse filter in the absence of noise.
- Maximum-likelihood methods regularize the problem by maxi-
mizing the probability of obtaining the observed image [32]. For
example the probability of obtaining the image I given the object
o with Gaussian noise is
1 (I-P®0, 2
p(IIO) =- 2 (2.14)
which leads to the minimization of
III -(2.15)
2o~n
which is usually solved in an iterative fashion [32]. The ML meth-
ods allow for constraints such as system bandwidth, the result
must be positive, and the object must belong to a given spatial
domain. Recently there has been some interest in the Viterbi
algorithm, a well known ML method [37, 38], which in practice
performs the deconvolution sub-optimally in order to keep a rea-
sonable computation time.
- MEM (Maximum Entropy Methods) initially presented by Jaynes,
solves for the image with maximum entropy (the smoothest so-
lution), "when we make inferences based on incomplete informa-
tion, we should draw them from that probability distribution that
has the maximum entropy permitted by the information we do
have [39]." It it is quite difficult to find the optimal regularizing
parameter to accurately reconstruct both high and low frequen-
cies [401.
Fourier based methods are computationally quick compared to the it-
erative ML and MEM methods, but as always there are trade-offs. The
iterative methods initially have been shown to converge, but upon further
iterations tend to diverge [32]. Fourier methods also have problems: the
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Gibbs phenomenon (local oscillations about singularities), finding an opti-
mal A is non-trivial, and the trade-off between resolution and noise. As a
result the final result is band-limited.
An interesting technique called Wavelet-Vaguelette Decomposition at-
tempts to capitalize on the speed of Fourier methods without having to
trade-off between noise and resolution. It estimates the inverted image as
F = P-' (9I + P-1 9 N (2.16)
where P~ = 1/P, and is followed by the well-known denoising via thresh-
olding wavelet coefficients [41, 42]. In practice, it is a non-trivial task to
select the appropriate wavelet transform and optimal threshold, but there
has been significant progress in the recent years [43, 44, 45].
Deconvolved Fiber Images
After experimenting with a few of the different convolution methods we
found that deconvolution via the Weiner filter effectively boosts the system
resolution from 1.4 pm to 1.1 pm as shown in the MTF plots in Figures 2-
32(a) and 2-32(b). This resolution is satisfactory for the FOFIM system.
While other methods do provide slightly "better" results, their computation
time can be rather large. In order to reduce the overall system cost, we
selected the Weiner filter since it provides adequate resolution and reduces
the computational requirements.
For the images presented earlier in the chapter, deconvolution gives the
results shown in Figures 2-33, 2-34 and 2-35. There is a clear improvement,
the contrast is increased and the singularities are "sharper." The spectral
response "before" and "after" deconvolution are shown in Figure 2-36. The
higher frequencies are more attenuated in the original power spectrum, prov-
ing that deconvolution restores some of the original high-frequency data.
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(a) Original Image (b) Deconvolved Image
Figure 2-33: Fiber 1 deconvolved
(a) Original Image (b) Deconvolved Image
Figure 2-34: Fiber 2 deconvolved
(a) Original Image (b) Deconvolved Image
Figure 2-35: Fiber 3 deconvolved
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(a) Original Image Power Spectrum (b) Deconvolved Image Power Spectrum
Figure 2-36: Fiber 3 power spectrum
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2.5 Summary and Future Work
In summary, after searching traditional optic vendors and a deep literature
survey it was found that the best imaging solution was to design and manu-
facture a custom objective. The designed objective gives 15X magnification
with 0.2 NA and is optimized for 470 nm light, thus giving 1.4 Am object
Rayleigh resolution. Using deconvolution methods, optical system resolu-
tion performance is increased to 1.1 pm, well within the 1-2 pm requirement
given by iNEMI. Chapter 3 includes a discussion of dynamic-range and depth
of field improvements. Otherwise, the optic successfully meets all functional
requirements.
Future work could be on reducing the number of lenses and position
tolerances on each lens. Also implementation of a better deconvolution
method without increasing the computational cost would be an asset.
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Chapter 3
Machine Vision
3.1 Introduction
Detecting endface defects inherently assumes that inspection images contain
all information need to detect all relevant defects: the inspection image
has minimal noise (the defect SNR is high), appropriate illumination, is
completely focused throughout the field-of-view, and without under or over
exposure. Also the fiber must be detected before it can be inspected, which
is a non-trivial task for some ferrules. Most of these problems have been
thoroughly discussed in the literature and a short review is provided for
each, but first the machine vision functional requirements are discussed.
3.2 Machine Vision Requirements
As discussed in Chapter 2, any defects such as scratches, dust-particles, oil,
chips and pits may adversely affect the optical performance. It is quite diffi-
cult to analytically determine the impact defects may have, but recently iN-
EMI started an initiative to empirically quantify optical performance degra-
dation due to defects [17, 19, 18].
Based on early findings, they propose inspection guidelines as shown in
Figure 3-1. No scratches or non-removables (chips and pits) are allowed
within the core. In the cladding, scratches with width less than 5 prm and
non-removables smaller than 2 pm in diameter are acceptable. Also up to
five 5 pm diameter particles are allowed but none larger than 5 pm.
These guidelines suggest that any removable defect such as oil and dust
be removed and are not allowed. Also, they neglect to discuss the contrast of
the particle, for example if we have two scratches, one wide and barely visible
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025 - 120 pm
025 pm Scratches
Scratches none > 5 pm
None Non-removables
Non-removables 5 NR's < 5 pm
None none > 5 pm
Figure 3-1: iNEMI fiber inspection guidelines
and one fine and dark, from experience we know that the dark but narrow
scratch degrades optical performance much more than the faint and wide
scratch. The faint and wide scratch may not effect the fiber performance at
all.
They also neglect to determine the lower limit on defect size to be de-
tected, for example are 1/5pLm wide scratches acceptable? According to their
no-defect rule in the core, it is not, but in practice it is nearly impossible
for an area scan imaging device with air spacing to resolve past 1/2 pm (see
Chapter 2 for Rayleigh resolution limits), and the equipment with which
they are inspecting has typical Rayleigh resolution down to 1 Am.
We propose that all defects whose characteristic length of 1 /Lm or larger
need to be detected. That is, scratches of 1 1Lm width, dust-particles, oil,
chips and pits with major diameter 1 pm and larger must detected to ensure
that an accurate and repeatable pass or fail decision can be rendered.
3.3 Enhanced Imaging
3.3.1 High Dynamic Range Images
Lit-cores and ceramic ferrules require high dynamic range imaging, well
beyond the sensor's capability; thus, it is quite difficult to reliably detect all
defects upon the ferrule endface within a single image. Typically a sensor
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can capture the entire dynamic range with large quantization errors or image
with small dynamic range and minimal quantization errors as it is a finite
digital process [46]. The elegant solution of fusing multiple images of any
scene at different exposures has been discussed in the literature [47, 48, 49,
50, 51].
Debevec et al [48] and Mann et al [50] have proposed methods recov-
ering the image sensor's response function from images of the same scene
with differing exposure values. The response function is then inverted to
accurately fuse the images into a single high-dynamic range (HDR) image
whose pixel values are a direct function of the true radiance of the scene.
These methods are rather simple but are computationally demanding.
Grossberg shows that, without loss of information, all data within each
image can be combined by a simple summation [46]. This is the simplest
method to capture HDR images, and is the least computationally demanding
algorithm. Example exposure sequences and the resulting summation image
are shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. The top images are the images at different
exposures and are summed to give the larger image.
The HDR images do appear "flat" or of low contrast, this is due to
limited dynamic range of current print media and image displays. Many
techniques have been presented to overcome this issue, compressing HDR
data to low dynamic range media to still have meaningful results [52, 53], but
fortunately the defect detection algorithms deal directly with the numbers
and are not of limited dynamic range. HDR imaging effectively gives nearly
unlimited dynamic range while minimizing quantization defects.
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Figure 3-2: HDR MT fiber image
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Figure 3-3: HDR ceramic ferrule fiber image
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3.3.2 Extended Depth-of-Field Images
As previously discussed, depth-of-field (DOF) is calculated as
DOE- b
DOF = b(3.1)
2NA X Ttrans
where b is the acceptable blur size at the image-plane, typically the CCD or
CMOS pixel size, and NA is the object numerical aperture. The designed
lens has NA = 0.22, b = 7 pm and Tirans = 15X, giving DOF = 1.1 pm.
Shallow DOF is rather common in microscopy as greater magnification and
NA result in a decrease in DOF. In our case the MT ferrules with protruding
fibers and APCs require DOF up to 20 pm, which can not be captured within
one image.
Many solutions have been presented to create high-depth-of-field (HDOF)
images, deconvolution [54], phase masks [55], and image fusion [56]. Image
fusion does not require knowledge of the imaging system and does not need
any special hardware as do deconvolution and phase masks respectively [57].
It is a robust method for HDOF imaging where many images spanning the
desired depth-of-field are captured. Each image contains a region of focus
which slightly overlaps the previous image's region of focus, effectively op-
tically sectioning the fiber image. HDOF images are then created by the
aggregation of the various focused regions from the array of collected images
into a single composite image where the entire field-of-view is in focus.
The difficult task in creating the composite image is selecting the focused
regions and combining the results in an accurate manner. Li et al and Valde-
casas et al present surveys of the various approaches and are summarized
as follows [56, 58]:
* Pixel-based image fusion is where the same pixel in each image is
compared, selecting either the maximum or minimum brightness for
the focused image [59, 60].
* Neighbor-based image fusion is where the entropy or variance of a pixel
neighborhood is compared in each image to select the "focused" pixel
from the stack of images [61].
* Multiscale-based image fusion, essentially an extension to the neighbor-
based image fusion, is where the neighborhood regions change size and
the selection is usually based on the neighborhood with highest fre-
quency content [47, 56]. For example, the discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) is computed on each image in the focus stack. DWT coeffi-
cients are selected from each image via maximum absolute value [57],
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and the fused image is computed from the inverse DWT from the
selected DWT coefficients [62].
Experimentation with the various fusion methods quickly showed which
algorithms work best for the FOFIM imaging system. Pixel-based image
fusion inaccurately selected focused pixels because defocused fiber images
turn either much darker or brighter than the focused image, as shown in
Figure 3-4. Wavelet based multiresolution image fusion was fairly accurate
at reconstructing a focused image. The wavelet method did show some fusion
artifacts, for example Figure 3-5 shows an abrupt tonal discontinuity on the
left side of the fiber. We took the general idea of the wavelet based method
and slightly modified it to reduce reconstruction artifacts as discussed below.
Max Selected Min Selected
Figure 3-4: Pixel based focus selection
Figure 3-5: Multiresolution based focus selection using wavelets
It is well known that an "in focus" image has more singularities, sharp
edges or points within the image, and therefore contain much higher fre-
quency content than does a defocused image [63]. Flat surfaces are being
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inspected, thus large regions of the image should be in focus at one time
and these regions should be localized. For example an angled fiber endface
will have focused regions that sweep across the ferrule endface as we proceed
through the focus stack, see Figure 3-6.
Increasing
z-position
Focus
Stack
Figure 3-6: HDOF image stack
We therefore develop a FIFOM HDOF neighbor-based algorithm pro-
ceeds as follows:
1. Two images from the focus stack are selected, labeled as images A and
B.
2. A low pass filter is applied to each of A and B, giving AL and BL
respectively. This step removes spurious high-frequency content from
noise.
3. A high-pass filter is applied to each of AL and BL giving ALH and
BLH respectively. This step accentuates the high-frequency content
(fiber edge, and defects) on which the inspection machine is focusing.
4. A second low-pass filter is applied to ALH and BLH giving ALHL and
BLHL respectively. Most of the high-frequency items accentuated in
the previous step are highly localized, typically 3-4 pixels wide. Low-
pass filtering spreads the high-frequency results over larger regions
which are used for selection.
5. ALHL and BLHL are subtracted to create the selection mask, M =
ALHL - BLHL, where positive values select pixels from image A for
better focus and negative values select pixels from image B for better
focus.
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This process is repeated for each image in the focus stack until the final
focused image is created. A diagram of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3-7.
Focus
Stack
Mask
I
Final
Image
Figure 3-7: HDOF image capture
Processing a few hundred pictures shows this method to be quite robust
and repeatable. Also, it is very fast as lends itself very well to multiscale
methods. That is, the mask can be computed from scaled-down images
to reduce computation time as we are searching for large areas being in
focus. In the end, the proposed HDOF algorithm effectively gives unlimited
depth-of-field, easily allowing the FOFIM to inspect APCs.
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3.4 Fiber Detection
In order to detect defects on the fiber endface we must first find the fiber
within the image and the boundary between the fiber-cladding and ferrule.
Also, finding the fiber within the image allows for the inspection machine to
recenter the system such that the each fiber being inspected is at the center
of the field of view, this effectively extends the mechanical repeatability of
each axis of motion, a more detailed discussion is found in Chapter 4. As
previously discussed, many variables make this task difficult; fiber diameter
tolerances, lit and unlit cores, and occluding defects such as scratches, oils
and dust, as shown in Figure 3-8.
Figure 3-8: Fiber images with occluding dust and oil contamination
Many object recognition algorithms have been proposed, of which the
majority are based on template matching. Template matching attempts to
detect a known template image t of size n x n within an image f of size
N x N via a measure of match. Many different measures of match have
been proposed, a few of which are;
e Normalized Cross-Correlation. Pearson's normalized cross-correlation
coefficient, r, is widely used for feature detection, where
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ENNMEWW - a=__
E[f (X, y) - 1U,,] [t(X - U, y - V) -t
r x ' (3.2)
(X y) -- ,2 E[t(x - u, y - v) -2
r= [ffx, y) -f~v
f is the image and the sum is over (x,y) under the window containing
the template t at position u, v. t is the mean of the template and fj, is
the mean of f(x, y) under the window of the feature. A perfect match
yields r = 1 and if the image and template are completely uncorrelated
r=0.
Problems with normalized cross-correlation have previously been pub-
lished [64, 65, 661, and are summarized as: (1) It is computationally
demanding, although Lewis provided a significant speed up with min-
imal loss in accuracy [67]. (2) It is highly sensitive to image distortion
such as vignetting, skewing or pincushon. This does not pose a dif-
ficult problem for the FOFIM as optical tests show negligible image
distortion. (3) r may be unaffected by occlusions [64], which is actually
very helpful to detect fibers with significant defects, as the template
image may not exactly match the fiber in the image.
9 Variance of Difference or Root Mean Square Intensity Difference Mea-
sures: There are many different intensity-difference measures which
calculate pixel intensity differences between the template and image [68].
For example, the root mean square distance metric is typically found
as
drms = ±A(3.3)
and the variance of difference is found as
-2
nZ1:(fij - tj) 2 _ [E(fi3 gi3)l
=vd- A A -1 (3.4)
The minimum of drm, or des corresponds to the position with the
best match between the template and image. In practice, intensity
difference measures are computationally quick, but are highly sensitive
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to sensor noise, image intensity changes and image contrast changes.
" Sequential Similarity Detection Algorithms (SSDAs): SSDAs recog-
nize that cross correlation and intensity difference methods perform
an exhaustive search which is computationally expensive. SSDAs com-
pute the measure of match in random order across the image while a
running error measurement is used as a Monte Carlo estimate to de-
termine if the last match location is near the maximum of the measure
of match [69, 67].
Problems with SSDAs are that they inherit all the drawbacks of the
match measurement calculation (normalized cross-correlation, RMS
intensity difference, etc), and they are not guaranteed to find the global
maximum because it is not an exhaustive search. Also determination of
the optimal threshold from the Monte Carlo estimate is non-trivial [67].
" Hough Transform. The Hough Transform (HT) is a standard image
processing technique used to find various shapes within an image. Ben-
net et al have shown an efficient implementation for detecting ellipses
which is well suited for finding the fiber endface within an image [70].
Detailed discussion of the HT is discussed later in Section 3.5.2, but
for now, its major drawback is its significant computation time.
" Integrodifferential Operators: Daugman introduced an integrodiffer-
ential operator for detecting a human iris [71]:
max(r,x,,Y0 ) G,(r) * xy) dO (3.5)
The operator simply transforms the image I from Cartesian to polar
coordinates where x = r cos 0 and y = r sin 0 and integrates about 9
to give a radial image. The maximum radial derivative corresponds to
the best fit circle. A Gaussian filter G is used to smooth the data to
reduce spurious results from noise.
In practice this "circle detector" is computationally expensive as many
radii and integrodifferential centers (x0, yo,) have to be computed. Also
this does not work well for ellipses or circles with large defects upon
the edge.
In detection of fiber position and the edge between the fiber-cladding
and ferrule, it was found that template matching algorithms work well at
finding the general location of the fiber even with significant defects such
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as dust or scratches; the problem lies in detection of the fiber cladding and
ferrule boundary. Template matching algorithms, as the name implies, only
match a template to an image, they do not explicitly find the boundary
between the fiber-cladding and ferrule. Due to variances between the fiber
and template images, template matching is only practical for finding the
general location of the fiber.
3.4.1 Solution
We present a fiber detection algorithm based on template matching algo-
rithms and extend it through morphological operators and the Hough Trans-
form to detect the boundary between the fiber-cladding and ferrule. It pro-
ceeds as follows:
1. The image f is scaled down to reduce computational requirements,
then Lewis's normalized cross correlation between the template t and
image f quickly finds the general location of the fiber. As shown in
Figure 3-9, the point corresponding to maximum correlation between
t and f is found near the center of r. Even though the fiber image
does not quite match the template, especially with the dust and oil
defects, normalized cross correlation detects fiber position to within ±
10 pixels (6.25 Am for the FOFIM Optics).
In the absence of a fiber, the normalized cross correlation produces
low r values everywhere, thus giving a clear indication that no fiber
is within the image. The algorithm returns an error message alerting
the system to the problem.
(a) f (b) t (c) r
Figure 3-9: Correlation results
2. The (x,y) position where r is maximum corresponds to the best match-
ing region between f and t. The image is cropped to this best matching
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region to reduce computational requirements for the fiber-cladding and
ferrule edge detection (the next step), as shown in Figure 3-10.
Figure 3-10: Cropped image
3. The cropped image is morphologically opened, which detects the bound-
ary between the fiber and ferrule by preserving fiber regions while
eliminating the smaller defects and ferrule region.
Morphological operations are used to detect forms within an image by
detecting boundaries [72, 73] and morphological opening is an erosion
followed by a dilation using the same structuring element for both
operations. Symbolically:
(A e B) G B (3.6)
Where A is the image to be operated on and B is the structuring
element determining pixel connectivity. The symbol G denotes dilation
defined as:
A D B = {x: $x n A # 0} (3.7)
and morphological erosion, denoted by the symbol e, is defined as:
A E B= { x: Bx C A} (3.8)
Where Bx denotes the translation of B by x, Bx = {c : c = a +
x, for a E A}, and b denotes the reflection of B, = {x : x =
-b, for b E B}.
4-way connectivity refers to the pixel's four closest neighbors and 8-way
connectivity refers to the pixel's eight nearest neighbors (Figure 3-11).
Any arbitrary structuring element is possible, but as they grow, so do
computational requirements.
For example, Figure 3-12 shows erosion and dilation results (the dashed
rectangle) when B is a disc shape and A is a rectangle. The dilation
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4-Way 8-Way
Structuring Structuring
Element Element
Figure 3-11: Morphological structuring elements
and erosion operations are very similar to a convolution mask [74, 75].
(a) A D B (b) A e B
Figure 3-12: Morphological erosion
Results of the grey-level morphological opening of the cropped fiber
region are shown in Figure 3-13.
4. The morphologically opened image is then passed through an auto-
threshold algorithm to differentiate the region enclosed by the fiber and
the ferrule. While there have been many different auto-thresholding
methods suggested [76, 77], we use the "Isodata" method presented
by Ridler and Calvard [78]. The Isodata auto-thresholding assumes
that the greyscale image is distributed as a bi-modal Gaussian, and
iteratively calculates the threshold value to separate the two Gaussian
modes.
This algorithm works very well for most fiber images as the average
fiber grey-value is different than the average ferrule grey-value. The
auto-threshold easily selects the lighter regions which correspond to
the fiber and also the glass in the ferrule epoxy matrix, as shown in
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(a) Fiber Image (b) Morphologically Opened Image
Figure 3-13: Opening of fiber image
Figure 3-14.
Figure 3-14: Auto-threshold image
5. The fiber endface is definitely the region with largest area, this will
always be the case unless the fiber is not in the image or significant
defects block the fiber. As previously discussed, the normalized cross
correlation flags images without a fiber. For the second case, nomi-
nal fiber dimensions are known, thus nominal fiber area is known. If
significant defects are present then the total area calculated is drasti-
cally reduced and raises a flag that the fiber is too dirty to be reliably
inspected. Otherwise the fiber-cladding area is then detected as the
region with the largest area, and is cropped to select only that region,
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as illustrated by Figure 3-15.
Figure 3-15: Fiber cladding mask
6. Next a Hough Transform is used to interpolate the fiber edge. The
defect in the lower right corner of Figure 3-15 drastically affects the
fiber cladding mask. The best fit ellipse computed via HT is used to
interpolate the fiber edge, as shown in Figure 3-13(a). The Hough
Transform is a well known feature detection tool, and detailed discus-
sion is deferred to section 3.5.2 [79, 80].
(a) Fiber Mask from HT (b) Masked Fiber
Figure 3-16: Fiber cladding mask after Hough Transform
Now that we have found the fiber, we begin the defect detection routines.
3.5 Defect Detection
Repeatable and robust defect detection is difficult due to many variables:
varying intensities across the fiber endface (some fiber endfaces may have
curvature causing an intensity gradient), variances in intensities between
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different fiber connectors, lit-cores, system noise, and uneven illumination
from the inspection system. Many different algorithms have been proposed
to overcome these problems to detect defects. A short survey of general
defect detection algorithms follows:
e Thresholding: A naive algorithm assumes defects have greater or lesser
intensities than the "good surface" which has uniform intensity, and
a threshold value is then selected such that all pixels above or below
correspond to a defect.
More advanced dynamic and adaptive thresholding techniques have
been developed to account for gradual changes in the "good surface's"
intensity or varying noise levels. Other methods rely on statistical
models of the images to select the threshold value [76, 77, 78]
e Filtering: A simple approach attempts to increase the defects contrast
while minimizing the image content of the texture being inspected.
The premise is that the "good surface" is well known and so is its
frequency content. Defects should have intensities that are random and
quickly changing. Filtering attempts to select only the random quickly
changing frequency content generated by the defects [81, 82, 83, 84].
* Morphological Operations: As previously discussed, morphological op-
erations attempt to determine structure and shape of an image through
transformations with a user-defined structuring element. Various mor-
phological operations have be used to detect defects [82, 85].
9 Fourier and Wavelet analysis: As in the filtering methods, Fourier
and wavelet methods assume that we are inspecting a known image
structure, i.e., that we know the typical frequency content of a "clean"
image and that defects are detected as anything that disrupts the
known frequency content [86].
e Active Appearance Models: Active appearance models use principle
component analysis to model 2D shapes with a small number of pa-
rameters. These models are trained on a set of known "good" images
and then are applied to inspection images to detect the various com-
ponents of the image [87].
These are just a few of the methods currently being discussed, the reader
is invited to read any image processing hand book or machine vision and
image processing journals. No single algorithm is capable of detecting all
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defects, as each algorithm has its trade-offs. It is left to the user to ex-
periment with many different algorithms, perhaps modifying and extending
them to suit the problem.
3.5.1 Particle Detection
We now present a simple particle detection algorithm using an edge detection
filter followed by two enhancement rules.
1. Edge Detection: There are many edge detection filters, the most well
known were proposed by Canny, Sobel, and Prewitt. The general ap-
proach is the image is smoothed with a Gaussian filter, reducing spuri-
ous high-frequency content, imager noise and quantization effects [84]
(Figure 3-17(b)). A derivative filter computes the gradient magni-
tude (Figure 3-17(c)) and non-maximal suppression determines edge
location with sub-pixel accuracy via interpolation as shown in Fig-
ure 3-17(d). Hysteretic thresholding then selects all edge pixels above
threshold T and their connected edge neighbors with pixel value above
threshold value T2 as shown in Figure 3-17(e).
Passing simulated fiber images with known defects through the edge
detection routine easily allows us to iteratively determine the appro-
priate blurring and threshold levels that give 1 Am defect detection.
It also allows us to see output sensitivity to noise.
At this point we have detected all defects upon the fiber endface,
we must now determine if the fiber passes or fails by quantifying the
them, determining their area, location and contrast. It is desirous
to determine the defect area as accurately as possible. As shown in
Figure 3-17(e) edge detection simply finds the border of the defect,
thus there will only be a ring around it. Filling in the ring accurately
determines the defect size and area. A few fill tests are computed to
accurately determine defect area:
e Defect Fill Test 1: Each defect is passed through what is known
as a reconstruction operator which fills in bounded regions (i.e.
a ring is filled to become a circle). Repeated application of the
morphological dilation operator upon the negative of the edge
image performs this operation very quickly. Sometimes the shape
is not fully closed, (e.g., a U-shape instead of a circle): To combat
this, the two ends are extrapolated to see if they intersect within
a few pixels and then the shape is filled. Figure 3-18(b) shows
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(b) Blurred Image
(c) Gradient Magnitude (d) Non Max Suppression
(e) Hysteretic Threshold
Figure 3-17: Edge detection
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(a) Fiber Image
an example with the defects filled by this method, there are still
quite a few defects left that need to be filled in.
(a) Before Defect Fill Test 1 (b) After Defect Fill Test 1
Figure 3-18: Defect fill test
* Defect Fill Test 2: The contrast ratio of each defect not filled
by the previous test is computed. If there is a large disparity
in intensity between the defect and its surroundings (high con-
trast), the area is thresholded with the average defect intensity
as the threshold value. The threshold area is morphologically re-
constructed using the defect edge as a marker to detect the entire
defect area. Figure 3-19(b) shows that this second test is able to
effectively fill in the interior of most of the defects.
For the rest of the defects, we use the industry standard of using the
smallest circle enclosing the entire defect as the defect area. the rest of the
defects either are not fillable (scratches), or are of such low contrast that
they pose no threat to fiber cable performance.
3.5.2 Scratch Detection
The Hough Transform [80] is an effective statistical method for object de-
tection even in the presence of significant noise and object occlusion. A
drawback is that the transformed parameter space grows rapidly along with
computation time and as accuracy requirements increase [88]. Fortunately,
fiber endface inspection only requires scratch slope detection to within ±10,
computing the HT of a 640 X 480 image is fairly easy for today's PC's.
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(b) After Defect Fill Test 2
Figure 3-19: Defect fill test 2
Hough 'Transform Algorithm
The general approach is to compute the Hough Transform (HT) of the binary
image G, and search through HT(G) for statistically improbable maxima.
The final step inverts HT(G)maxima to find the lines in the original image G.
The HT line detection algorithm developed by Duda and Hart [79] was
implemented. Duda and Hart show that a straight line can be parameterized
by the angle 0 of its normal and its algebraic distance p from the origin, as
shown in Figure 3-20. This convenience avoids the complication of an infinite
slope in the standard slope-intercept notation y = mx + b.
y
y = mx + b
p 0
x
Figure 3-20: (O,p) parameterization
Properties of this transformation can be summarized as:
9 a point in the image plane maps to a sinusoid in the Hough plane
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Ji-
(a) After Defect Fill Test 1
" a point in the Hough plane maps to a straight line in the image plane
" points from a straight line in the image plane map to sinusoids through
a common point in the Hough plane
" points on the same sinusoid in the Hough plane map to lines through
the same point in the image plane
We proceed as follows: Given the discrete binary image G, each image
point (xi,yi) in G maps to a sinusoidal curve via Equation 3.9. We have an
accumulator matrix A where rows specify the discretized increment angles
of 9 and columns specify the accumulation of the calculated p's.
p = xi cos 0 + yj sin 0 (3.9)
Given the image points (xi,yi), we sweep 9 through 0 to 7r, while accu-
mulating p. For uniformly distributed points, each point in the accumulator
should have a Poisson distribution count with mean proportional to line
length . Storkey admits that this is not strictly correct due to the inter-
dependence of accumulators at different angles, but in practice holds very
well [89]. Thus if we have a priori information of our point distribution,
lines can accurately be detected by inspecting the accumulator count and
comparing with the probability associated with that point.
Hough Transform inversion requires finding the statistically improbable
points in HT(G). Their location in the (9,p) plane parameterizes the line in
the image space as shown in Figure 3-20.
An example binary image, its Hough Transform and Inverse Hough
Transform can be seen in Figure 3-21. Despite the high level of noise in
the image it is clear that there are five distinct lines in the image. One
can easily see the five corresponding bright spots in the accumulator even
though it is not normalized. The HT itself is very simple to implement. The
more interesting parts of the problem are generating an ideal binary image
from an 8-bit greyscale image and finding the local maxima of HT(G).
Binary Image Generation
How do we accurately convert the greyscale image from a typical inspec-
tion camera to a binary image while retaining all scratch information? The
first thought that comes to mind is edge detection followed by a thresh-
old. System variability, lighting, defocus, CCD noise, etc., makes it very
difficult to detect scratches with high repeatability using a derivative filter
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HT(G) HT- 1 (HT(G))
Figure 3-21: Binary image, Hough Transform and inverse HT
and thresholding, as the derivative filter is highly sensitive to the mentioned
variabilities.
Also, edge detectors output two responses to a scratch as there are two
discontinuities per scratch, hence there will be two closely spaced points in
(O,p) space. We would like to avoid this if possible, as most scratches on
fiber endfaces tend to be parallel, i.e. scratches created by dragging the
ferrule along a rough object, and it can be difficult to determine which edge
belongs to which scratch. An example of a Canny [84] edge detection output
can be seen in Figure 3-22.
Kovesi has written some very interesting papers on implementation of
phase congruency algorithms [83]. Phase congruency assumes that objects
tend to have uniform phase; that is, they are highly ordered in the Fourier
Domain. For example, all of the Fourier components of a square wave are in
phase, thus detection of the areas with congruent phase equates to detecting
an object. The result is a dimensionless number ranging from 0 to 1 that
provides an absolute measure of significance of the object. This allows for
much simpler threshold selection.
There are a few drawbacks to the phase congruency algorithm, mainly
that calculation of the phase congruency is ill conditioned if there are few
frequency components or if the all Fourier components are very small, and
the phase congruency algorithm is highly sensitive to noise. An example of
the phase congruency detector output can be seen in Figure 3-23. It shows
that image noise is quite low and is not detrimental to the phase congruency
detector output and that fairly faint scratches are detectable.
It is interesting to compare the results from the edge detector and phase
congruency detector. The phase congruency detector places a single mark
directly on top of the scratch, while the edge detector places two marks
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Binary Image G
Figure 3-22: Greyscale image and Canny edge detector
slightly displaced from the two edges of the scratch, a side-effect of the
blurring process that most edge detectors implement. Also, since the phase
congruency detector output is an absolute measure of significance, it is much
easier to automatically threshold. For the edge detector, low contrast objects
require careful threshold selection in order to minimize the noise in the
resulting binary image.
Edge detectors such as Canny [84], Sobel, Marr and Hilbreth [90] are
computationally quick. The phase congruency detector is much more com-
plicated because the phase must be measured in each possible direction to
ensure accurate corner detection [83], thus computation time is much longer.
For the inspection system, accurate and repeatable results are desired, so
Kovesi's phase congruency algorithm [91] was used despite its lengthy com-
putation time.
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Figure 3-23: Greyscale image and phase congruency detector
Finding Local Maxima
Longer scratches accumulate more "votes" in the accumulator than shorter
scratches. Searching for the maxima of HT(G) without proper normalization
will result failure to detect shorter scratches. As a result, we must compute
the probability at each point in the transformed image.
Let us assume we can obtain an ideal binary image Gi with uniform
noise. An ideal binary image contains data for all scratches to be detected.
Accumulator probability A, is simply the appropriately scaled HT of a pure
white image of same dimension as Gi.
max[HT(n)]A, = HT(W) x max[HT(W)] (3.10)
max[HT(W)]
where W is a white image with same dimensions as Gi, n is an image of
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uniform noise without scratches whose total white pixel sum is equal to that
of Gj's. To normalize HT(Gi), we subtract the image inversion1 of A, from
HT(Gi) to obtain
N = HT(Gi) - A;' (3.11)
Where N is our normalized HT(Gi). We can now search the surface N for
its maxima. There are a few methods for doing this:
* Thresholding: Thresholding N works fairly well as can be seen in
Figure 3-24. The maxima is found for each area segmented by the
threshold operation. If two peaks are very close, the threshold will
probably not segment the two peaks, resulting in only finding a single
line when we should find two lines.
* Differentiation and solving for zero crossings: There are inherent dis-
continuities in the HT image because it is based upon the summation
of sinusoidal curves. Consequently, many zero crossings are obtained
that don't correspond to peaks in N. An example of a HT that has
been differentiated can be seen in Figures 3-24 and 3-25. It is clear that
it is much more difficult to determine which zero crossings correspond
to the maxima of N.
" Watershed: This is a technique for finding local maxima and minima.
It models a greyscale image as a topographic map where intensity
is linearly proportional to elevation. Watershed lines and catchment
basins (local minima) are found by determining where water would
flow over such a topographic map. To find the local maxima, simply
invert the image and apply the watershed algorithm. Vincent and
Soille present an efficient algorithm which can be found within the
MATLAB image processing toolbox [92]. An example of scratches
detected by the watershed algorithm is shown in Figure 3-24.
Finding the zero-crossings of the derivative of the HT is not robust, so
it is does not work well for this system. Thresholding is robust and is very
fast while the watershed method appears to be very good at finding local
maxima, especially those with nearby neighbors. The main problem with
the watershed algorithm is that it finds maxima that are not statistically
significant, which is clearly not desirable.
'X-' =max(X) - X, for image inversion.
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We implement a threshold plus watershed algorithm to robustly detect
the appropriate local maxima. That is, threshold the HT so that water-
shed is only calculated on statistically improbable points. As one can see in
Figure 3-25, the threshold plus watershed procedure detects the 6 scratches
correctly whereas the threshold only finds 5. The watershed operation al-
lows for detection of closely spaced local maxima. For the inspection sys-
tem, accuracy and repeatability are the most desirable traits, thus threshold
plus watershed was selected even though it is somewhat slower than simply
thresholding.
Original Image
Scratches
Watershed
HT(G&)
Derivative
Thresh + Watershed
Figure 3-24: Maxima of HT via thresholding, derivative, and watershed,
and their respective scratch maps
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Original Image
Scratches Derivative
Watershed Thresh + Watershed
Figure 3-25: Maxima of HT via thresholding, derivative, watershed, and
thresholding + watershed and their respective scratch maps
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3.6 Summary and Future Work
We've presented a few methods to accurately and repeatably detect defects
upon the fiber endface. A simple method providing virtually limitless HDR
images was shown to be quick and robust, and for future work it may be
desirous to implement a compression algorithm to display the information
on low dynamic range media such as print and computer display for better
user interaction.
HDOF imaging extends the inherent 1 pm depth-of-field limit to inspect
well beyond 20 pm needed for angle polished connectors. For future work we
could implement a better wavelet thresholding algorithm to reduce fusion
artifacts.
Through capturing HDR and HDOF images all information needed to
detect all defects is available. To detect the defects, the fiber endface must
first be found. A quick and robust algorithm was presented for detecting
the fiber-cladding and ferrule interface by combining the best attributes of
template matching, morphological operators and the Hough Transform.
Endface defects are quickly detected via an edge filter and application
of morphological operators. For scratch detection it was found that the
HT is a robust method for detection of objects within binary images. Its
implementation is straightforward, but can be rather slow for large images.
Fortunately, we are only computing upon 640 X 480 pixel images and it
only requires ±10 angular resolution. More interesting are the pre- and
post-processing of the images; that is, generating the binary image Gi from
the HDR image and searching for local maxima within the HT.
We found that despite its computational complexity, phase congruency
is a highly accurate and repeatable algorithm for generating Gi for our fiber
images. It is not without its flaws (especially high sensitivity to noise) but
the HDR images effectively reduce the system noise via averaging across
multiple exposures. Thus, in practice this is only a problem for the faintest
scratches, which are not likely to degrade fiber optic cable performance.
Local maxima searching within the HT was implemented as a combination
of thresholding plus a watershed operation. Thresholding ensures only those
points of low probability are searched and the watershed algorithm finds
multiple local maxima that are near each other.
For future work, an algorithm that measures other parameters such as
thickness and the beginning and ending points of the lines is needed, as the
HT only measures the line's (O,p) parameters. Perhaps use of the phase
output from the phase congruency algorithm in conjunction with an edge
detector could be put to good use here.
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Chapter 4
Machine Design
4.1 Introduction
A bench-top inspection test bed was developed for experimentation and
evaluation of with many different actuator and feedback techniques before
any design work began on the portable inspection system. This test bed
was key in developing a practical FOFIM for in-situ inspection as any new
actuator or control idea could be quickly implemented and evaluated. It
provided us experience running a FOFIM, and we could quickly find any
faults and spot the must haves and would likes.
The bench-top system shown in Figure 4-1, has three linear axes driven
by stepper-motors and leadscrews to provide Cartesian positioning of the
ferrule to be inspected. The and y axes are co-planar to the ferrule end-
face and point along fiber-to-fiber motions and ferrule-to-ferrule motions
depending on the ferrule orientation. The i axis runs co-linearly with the
fiber, pointing along the focus direction. Through experimental verification
via repeatability and resolution tests described later in the chapter the test
bed performance capabilities are as follows:
" repeatability = ±25pm
" resolution = 5 + 20 Pm
" backlash = 100 pim
The camera, objective and lighting are mounted upon a second inde-
pendent z axis to experiment with different focus actuators (shape memory
alloys, voice coil and stepper-motors) and feedback sensors (photodiode and
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Fiber Ferrule
Stepper
Axes
Coaxial lighting Camera System
Figure 4-1: Bench-top test bed
magnetic field sensors). Despite its limited performance, it is sufficiently
adequate for automated ferrule inspection.
An initial prototype FOFIM for in-situ backplane-inspection was devel-
oped, as shown in the photograph in Figure 4-2. This first prototype served
as a test bed for bearing experimentation on the three axes. The z-axis
preload-gib/camera-tube bearing and the x-axis vee-wheel/rail-bearing sys-
tem carried over to the second prototype design.
The second prototype FOFIM development, design and verification tests
are detailed in this chapter. Design details are included for bearings, dy-
namic models, and error budgets as well as experimental verification. Key
functional requirements are considered in the next section.
4.2 Mechanical Functional Requirements
4.2.1 Physical Envelope Requirements
A simple diagram of a large card-based system such as a network router or
super-computer can be seen in Figure 4-3. There is no current standard on
daughter-card size or router size. The FOFIM must be quite compact to
fit within all possible daughter-card slots, thus the total inspection machine
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Figure 4-2: First prototype
thickness should be no larger than 15 mm in order to be placed in the narrow
daughter-card slots.
100-700 mm
Router
30 - 300mm
Daughtercard
Figure 4-3: Router daughter card envelope
FOFIM width should be as narrow as possible in order for it to inspect
connectors near the top and bottom of the daughter-card slot within the
backplane as indicated by Figure 4-4. After some discussion with potential
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customers, it was determined that a 40 mm gap on the top and bottom of
the daughter-card is acceptable and therefore the FOFIM width should be
no larger than 80 mm.
FOFIM length in the i direction should also be minimized in order to
maintain portability, but this axis has the most leeway as the FOFIM can
protrude outside the front of the card cage. Most users would not object
to a 300 mm length along i, thus the entire FOFIM should fit within a
15x80x300 mm envelope to inspect most fibers in most systems.
Xmm
X- 40 mm
40 mm
0
'1I
Inspection
Envelope
Daughter Card
0 a 15 - 50 mm
8+ 3 mm
Figure 4-4: FOFIM inspection envelope
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System Requirement Value Units
Physical Envelope 15 x 80 x 300 mm
X-axis Tavel Range 700 mm
X-axis Resolution 5 Mm
X-axis Repeatability 20 /m
X-axis Settling Time 0.05 second
X-axis Minimum Velocity 1 mm/second
Y-axis Travel Range 3.5 mm
Y-axis Resolution 5 Am
Y-axis Repeatability 20 /m
Y-axis Settling Time 0.05 second
Y-axis Minimum Velocity 1 mm/second
Z-axis Travel Range 24 mm
Z-axis Resolution 0.5 /m
Z-axis Repeatability 25 Am
Z-axis Settling Time 0.05 second
Z-axis Minimum Velocity 1 mm/second
Table 4.1: Mechanical Performance Requirements
4.2.2 Performance Requirements
Table 4.1 summarizes the mechanical performance requirements for the
FOFIM, and detailed discussion of each requirement follows.
Range
" As shown in Figure 4-3, the FOFIM must traverse up to 700 mm along
, in order to inspect all connectors along the length of the backplane.
" Figure 4-5 shows a typical angled end-face MT connector with width
by height of 2.5 x 6.4 mm. The two large holes at the opposite ends
are for alignment guide pins between mated ferrules. Their distance is
typically 4.6 mm. The 12 holes between the alignment holes position
the optical fibers and are spaced 250 pm apart, thus the inspection
machine must travel at least 3.5 mm in the y direction to account for
connector location tolerances. There are also standard arrangements
for up to 72 fiber MT connectors. See the MT connector specifica-
tion [931 for further details.
* Ferrule lengths have a manufacturing tolerance range of about 1-2 mm
along the axial direction. Also, some connectors have a protective
shroud that must be retracted by pressing back the shroud face roughly
6 mm, thus the inspection machine travel along the i must be on the
order of 10 mm.
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Figure 4-5: Fiber endface on an MT ferrule
Velocity/Bandwidth
From the bench-top system experiments we found a 1-minute inspection
time is quite feasible for a 12-fiber ferrule. Assuming that the first fiber is
within the FOV of the optics, the inspection time line is as follows:
* center the system (2 second)
* take HDR+HDOF Image (1 second)
* traverse to next fiber (1 second)
* repeat the previous steps until all 12 fibers are inspected
Collection of the 12 images takes a total run-time of 48 seconds, leaving
12 seconds for ferrule-to-ferrule motion, which is more than adequate on the
bench-top system.
Fiber-to-Fiber range is nominally 250 pm and typical ferrule-to-ferrule
distances range from 3 mm to 700 mm. Moving 700 mm in under 12 seconds
may be unrealistic but the fiber-to-fiber motion only requires 0.25 mm/sec
velocity. The x axis and y axis have 1 mm/sec velocities as design practi-
calities.
Capturing HDOF images of an 8' angled endface fiber requires the focus
axis to travel approximately 0.020 mm, thus a 1 mm/sec velocity capability
for the focus axis is adequate.
In practice the actuator should be as stiff (dynamically and statically) as
possible, ensuring suppression of external disturbances, quick settling time,
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and greatly simplified controller design. Achieving the desired inspection
time line requires each axis to have settling time 4r = 0.05 seconds. In terms
of bandwidth, if we have damping ( = 0.8 then w, = 1/(r = 100 rad/s or
f, = 16 Hz.
Accuracy, Repeatability and Resolution
Nominal ferrule position and orientation can vary as 6.,,, = ±300 pm
and 60.,0,,, = ±0.7'. Starting the FOFIM perfectly aligned to the first fiber,
and then traversing to the next fiber position without external feedback
proved too inaccurate. On the bench-top inspection system, due to the lack
of positional accuracy, ferrule tolerances and the stepper-motor slip. The
inaccuracy was resolved by image processing the live video which provided
an accurate end-point feedback independent of the stepper-motor count.
The effective accuracy was improved greatly.
The control-system consists of two parts: (1) a host-computer capturing
and analyzing live video and generating trajectories for camera positioning,
and (2) a microcontroller (pLC) in Figure 4-6, that takes a desired position
as input and performs lead-lag motion control upon the three position axes,
with feedback from quadrature encoders mounted on each motor.
ADPW out"X,YZ
Figure 4-6: Motion control block diagram
The control system operation is as follows:
* The host computer sends to the [C a position of the fiber it wants to
inspect.
" The pC then moves each axis to the desired location to within each
axis's repeatability and accuracy limits.
" The host computer then captures images of the fiber from which it
computes incremental displacements which bring the camera on center
with the fiber; see Section 3.4 for image processing details.
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" The host computer sends the incremental displacements to the pC
which in turn repositions the camera system on center with the fiber.
" The host computer then collects images of the fiber endface for inspec-
tion.
This method effectively allows each axis to have relatively low repeata-
bility performance. Each time the system moves a short distance (250 Am)
to a new fiber, the system uses the live video feed to re-center upon the fiber.
Upon re-centering the system, the accumulated error motions are effectively
zeroed, and do not have a great impact on the inspection performance. The
machine requires high resolution to re-center the sensor/optics on each fiber.
For this control-scheme to work well, the fiber must be within the image
for incremental re-centering displacements to be calculated. The camera's
field of view (FOV) dictates the repeatability requirements for each axis.
A diagram of an off-center fiber is shown in Figure 4-7. Fiber diameter at
the image plane is approximately 270 pixels (125 pm diameter x 15X mag /
7 pm pixel size), we have a 640x480 pixel sensor, so the maximum acceptable
fiber offset while retaining the entire fiber within the FOV is 210 pixels (40
Am).
Fiber
270 Pixels
Field oF View
480
Pixels
210 Pixel
Displacement
640
Pixels
Figure 4-7: Fiber in field of view
To ensure that the camera position will have a FOV encompassing the
fiber, the x axis and y axis repeatabilitys should be below +20 Am. Optics
generally have a sweet-spot providing the best image due to aberrations and
lighting issues, usually located on the optical axis, thus the fiber should be
centered to within +10 jm. Accordingly, the x axis and y axis resolution
should be at least 5 jm to achieve the centering tolerance.
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Z-axis motion requirements can be determined from how the FOFIM
system is focused. An analog circuit computes a focus value from the live
video. To provide auto focus, the z axis sweeps through its movements in
small increments while measuring focus values. Once the best focus value is
found, the system holds to that position. With the 1-second time constraint
on finding focus, assuming the focus at velocity 1 mm/s, then the fiber
endface and the optical focal plane must be within 1 mm of each other.
On the conservative side, the z-axis repeatability must be within ±0.25 jim
to meet focus time constraints. From the optical design we know that the
depth of field is on the order of 1 pm, z-axis resolution must therefore be at
most half of that, or 0.5 jim.
Since we have end-point fiber-position feedback for all axes, the effective
system accuracy is nearly equal to the repeatability. The control-scheme
implementation allows axes design with "sloppier" repeatability and accu-
racy, but we must still maintain high local resolution. The x axis and y axis
need 5 pm resolution with ±20 Mm repeatability, while the z axis needs at
least 0.5 pm resolution and t25 jim repeatability.
4.3 Conceptual Design
Decision matrices identify possible design solutions. For example, the ac-
tuator decision matrix, shown in Table 4.2, compares Nitinol, DC motors,
stepper motors and voice coils with criteria such as cost, robustness and
packaging size. DC motors are the most suitable actuator owing mainly to
its high efficiency and compactness.
A decision matrix for bearing selection between rolling element bear-
ings, sliding contact bearings, and flexures is shown in Table 4.3. Sliding
contact bearings are found to be the most appropriate choice bearings for
the inspection machine mainly due to small packaging capabilities and low
cost.
A decision matrix serving as a comparison between leadscrew, wire drive,
rack and pinion, harmonic drive, belt drive, and worm and rack drive mech-
anisms is shown in Table 4.4. Leadscrews were found to be a good choice
based on packaging constraints and resolution requirements.
Through decision matrices, it was found that leadscrews driven by DC
motors and motion via sliding contact bearings are appropriate ingredients
for a successful FOFIM design. With these components in mind a thorough
search through catalogs followed. It was found that very few off-the-shelf
components would fit within the envelope constraint. For example, the nut
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on small leadscrews are typically 20 mm in diameter, violating the 15 mm
height requirement. Also most linear bearings have carriage height near the
15 mm height constraint, rendering them unusable for the FOFIM.
The entire FOFIM must fit within the working envelope as shown in
Figure 4-8. The camera tube houses the optics and provides vision to inspect
each optical connector. We immediately see that the daughter card should
provide a great bearing for , motion. It is certain that a right angle drive
such as rack and pinion, friction drive, or miter gear would easily allow a
larger sized motor to fit within the working envelope.
Working
Envelope
Optical
Connectors
Z
*.
< IX-Motion
'..Daughter
Card
Figure 4-8: Machine design space for x axis
For y-axis motions, 3.5 mm fiber-to-fiber motions, we have a very tight
working envelope constraint as shown in Figure 4-9. A direct driven lead-
screw would certainly not fit but the idea of a cam drive or wedge drive would
easily allow a properly sized motor to fit and provide robust actuation.
The z-axis focus motion is less demanding as shown in Figure 4-10. A
simple leadscrew drive may suffice as the motor can be easily mounted coax-
ially with the camera.
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Figure 4-10: Machine design space for z axis
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4.4 Machine Design Solution
The second prototype FOFIM is shown in Fig 4-11. It is compact, 75 x 15
x 280 mm in volume, with three axes of motion. The base carriage travels
along the x-axis rack for ferrule-to-ferrule motion. In this case, range is
limited by daughter-card height. The yz carriage carries the camera tube
along y for a total range of 3.5 mm for fiber-to-fiber movement and i for
total range of 24 mm for focusing. As seen in Table 4.5, the final machine has
good performance, beyond those dictated by the functional requirements.
X-axis Rack
YZ-Cariagc
Camera Tube
Daughter Card Z
Bae Carriage
x
Figure 4-11: FOFIM prototype
Axis Settling Time
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
0.05 second
0.03 second
0.03 second
Resolution Repeatability Range
0.128 ± 4 ,im
0.003 + 4 pim
0.0076 L 10 ptm
Table 4.5: Final system performance
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24 mm
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We will now examine the design of each axis in detail.
4.4.1 X Axis
The x axis provides ferrule-to-ferrule motion on the order of 700 mm travel
at a minimum velocity of 1 mm/s. A resolution of 5 pm and repeatability
of ±25 pm are needed to place the fiber within the center of optical field of
view accurately and repeatably. Figure 4-12 depicts a general overview of
the x axis; a DC motor rotates a pinion that engages a rack that also serves
as the linear bearing.
Pinion X-axis motor
Base Carriage
z xRack
Vee Wheels
Figure 4-12: X axis
Kinematics
Figure 4-13 shows an exploded view of the x-axis motor assembly. At the
heart of the system is the hard-mount coupling that also acts as an axle
transferring torque from the motor directly to the pinion. The pinion is
attached to the coupling via a flat on the coupling and setscrew on the
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pinion. For short term prototype usage, tight tolerances on the motor-
housing alleviates the need for a flexible coupling, allowing for a much shorter
assembly along the z axis. The gearbox has 120 pm radial play and the motor
housing locational tolerance is to within 50 pm, well below the gearbox radial
play and thus it should not bear any radial load. This suffices for a low cost
prototype design, but for long-term usability a flexible coupling is much
more practical to maintain precision.
To fit within this envelope a custom flexible coupling is needed. For
example, an electroform coupling is a feasible design, but low quantity pro-
duction is cost prohibitive whereas higher quantity production on the order
of hundreds it is quite economical. The motor is connected to the coupling
via a flat on the motor-shaft and setscrew in the coupling. The coupling is
held in the motor-housing by a set of single row angular-contact bearings in
the back-to-back configuration ensuring high moment stiffness on the can-
tilevered pinion. It is desirous to have a double row angular contact bearing
as they are more compact and are self-preloaded but we could not find any
double row bearings in this small size. A screw threaded into the end of the
coupling allows for careful preload setting on the angular-contact bearings.
The outer-races are held in the motor housing by the outer-race retainer.
The primary bearings that constrain the x-axis to move along the rack
is formed by the vee wheels. As shown in Figure 4-14, each vee wheel is
mounted in a set of angular contact bearings in the back-to-back configu-
ration ensuring high moment stiffness. The preload nut preloads the inner-
races of the bearings onto the vee wheel. The bearing housing attaches the
entire assembly to the base-carriage. The three vee wheels provide 5 con-
straints for quasi-kinematic motion, as shown in Figure 4-15. The center vee
wheel is hand set along the z axis to preload against the rack, the combi-
nation of the stiffness of the base-carriage cantilever (discussed below), vee
wheel shaft and angular contact bearings serve as the preload mechanism.
This works fairly well for prototyping purposes but to maintain accuracy
this vee wheel will be spring loaded against the rack to maintain better
precision.
On the final machine, stiffness about the axis of motion was found to
be rather low as the base-carriage would bounce up and down at every
tooth engagement. This vee-wheel bearing scheme was born from the first
prototype that was drastically lighter and the vee-wheel mounts were much
stiffer, thus the overall stiffness was much higher and the axis performed very
well. The second prototype's base-carriage has thinner walls to fit within our
envelope constraint and a few cutouts allow the z-axis motors to fit within
the system. As shown in Figure 4-16, the center vee wheel is effectively
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Figure 4-14: X-axis vee-wheel assembly
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mounted on a cantilever beam of very low stiffness, which manifests in the
bobbing motion. A simple solution was to glue Teflon pads on the bottom of
the base-carriage on the cantilevered part and underneath the stiff side walls
of the base-carriage. In this arrangement the vee wheel's simply preload
the base-carriage against the daughter-card and the Teflon pads constrain
rotation about the x axis as shown in Figure 4-17.
Base-carriage cantilever
Base-carriage side walls
Figure 4-16: X-axis base-carriage cantilever
Dynamic Model
A block diagram of the x-axis dynamic model is shown in Figure 4-18. Ti is
the input torque from the DC motor, J1 is the effective inertia of the motor
and gearbox = 5.03E-3 kg-m2, k is the effective stiffness of the leadscrew
= 21.7 N-m/rad, J2 is the effective inertia of the pinion and the entire
inspection system = 1.4E-5 kg-m2 , 01 and 62 are the angular rotations of
each end of the motor-coupling. The system transfer function can be seen
in Equation (4.1),
T- s2[s2JiJ 2 + k(Ji + J2 )1
(4.1)
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Accordingly the system resonance is approximately 32.6 kHz which should
easily meet the x-axis settling time requirement. Experimental verification
of the system dynamics will be discussed later in Section 4.6.
6.
Stiffness of motor
coupling, motor shaft
and gear head
/0-
Inertia of motor shaft
and pinion
Inertia of base carriage
and all components on
FOFIM
Figure 4-18: X-axis dynamic model
Actuator
The pinion is driven by a brushed DC motor rated at 3 Watts with a 275:1
gear-head reduction providing a maximum continuous torque of 0.30 Nm.
This is more than adequate to drive the x axis with the system oriented in
any fashion including the effects of gravity. The combination of the gear-
head, 1024 count/turn quadrature encoder and the 12 mm pitch-diameter on
the pinion gives 0.134 pim/count theoretical resolution, which is more than
adequate for the 5 pm resolution requirement. Theoretical repeatability will
be discussed later in the error budget section.
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4.4.2 Y Axis
The y axis provides fiber-to-fiber motion for a total of 3.5 mm range of
travel at a minimum velocity of 1 mm/second 5 ,m resolution and ±20 pm
repeatability are needed to place the fiber within the center of optics' field
of view accurately and repeatably. Figure 4-19 depicts a general overview
of the y axis.
Kinematics
The y axis is actuated by a brushed DC motor directly coupled to a leadscrew
and nut. In an attempt to make the system as compact as possible, the
motor coupling was integrated directly into the leadscrew, effectively making
a hard-mount coupling. Again, for short term low-cost prototype usage,
tight tolerances on the motor mount and high load capability on the motor
shaft alleviate the need for a flexible motor coupling. Long term product
feasibility requires a flexible coupling. The leadscrew rotates within a set of
angular contact bearings in the back-to-back configuration; the appropriate
inner race preload is applied by the nut and preload spacer. The outer
bearing races are held into the motor mount via the outer-race preload part,
as shown in Figure 4-20.
Bronze preload gibs constrain nut rotation, 6, as the nut travels back
and forth along i. Clearly 0. and Oz are also constrained via the leadscrew
and gib. The y-axis nut wing is attached to the nut which drives the ramps
via the drive pin, where the pin is preloaded against the nut-wing by an inte-
grated flexure, reducing system backlash. The ramps are preloaded against
the side of the base-carriage by the preload flexures and are carefully set by
a small screw, as shown in Figure 4-21. The bronze preload gibs also con-
strain the nut wing from shimming side to side thus preventing the ramps
from shimming.
The yz carriage rides upon the ramps via the rollers, as shown in Fig-
ure 4-22. The y-axis ballguides provide three constraints as shown in Fig-
ure 4-23. The ballguide riding in the vee constrains translation in ,i and i,
while the combination of the two ballguides constrains rotation about the y
axis. The two remaining rotational constraints are provided by the y-axis
rollers riding on the y-axis Ramps. The side-view shows the Ox constraint
while there is one ramp on each side of the yz carriage constraining Oz rota-
tion. One may object to the 4 rollers as being over-constrained, but when
the camera tube is fully extended, four rollers are far more stable than the
kinematic arrangement of three rollers because it would be fairly easy to
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unload the rollers if the camera tube is bumped.
The pins on which the y-axis rollers roll are designed to be a little "soft"
in order to elastically average the load across the 4-rollers. The effective
stiffness of combination of the four pins is kpins = 1.39E5 N/m. A spring at
the center of the yz carriage provides a minimum of 13 N preload onto the
ramps. Thus the total deflection of the rollers is 93 1tm.
As these ramps were manufactured by using an electro-discharge ma-
chining (EDM) the surface form errors is ±10 pm, leaving all 4 rollers in
contact, providing an elastically averaged system.
Due to the constraints provided by the ballguides, as the y-axis ramps
are driven back and forth by the lead-screw and nut along i, the yz carriage
travels up and down in the y direction.
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Figure 4-23: Y axis
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Dynamic Model
The dynamic model for the y axis is sketched in Figure 4-24, where:
F1  = effective force of the DC motor
Z = effective motor shaft position
Z2= effective nut position
y = yz-carriage position
ki= effective leadscrew, motor coupling, and motor shaft stiffness
k2= effective stiffness of the y-axis rollers
k3  = stiffness of the preload spring
m = effective mass of the leadscrew, gear-box and motor-shaft
m2 = effective mass of the y-axis ramps and nut
M3= effective mass of the yz carriage and camera tube
The mechanical advantage of the ramps is modeled as a pulley system where
the output is simply the input from z2 multiplied by c = tan(20*). The state
equations are
j0 1 0 0 0 0 ~/Z1 \ M/ 10 k 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 Z2 0
1;2 -h k ki+k2c o k2 0 i2 0 F21 m M2 M2
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Y1 0
\2 ci/ 0 -kk3) 0 _ 1 0
(4.2)
The system masses m2 and m3 were measured using a scale and m1 was
calculated based on the lead of the leadscrew and rotational inertia of the
drive train where ml = 0.038 kg, m 2 = 0.012 kg and m 3 = 0.090 kg. The
effective stiffnesses ki and k2 were based on material properties and k3 was
determined from the product specification sheet where ki = 4.3E7 N/m,
k2 =1.39E5 N/m and k3 = 1300 N/m.
Plugging in the parameter values shows that the system dynamics are
dominated by the mass of the yz carriage and the stiffness of the roller pins,
and the resonance occurs at approximately 250 Hz. The effective dynamic
stiffness of this axis will be discussed in section 4.6.2.
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Actuator
The y axis is driven by a 0.75 Watt brushed DC motor with 256:1 gear-
head and 0.150 Nm maximum continuous torque output. The gear-head is
coupled to a 3 mm leadscrew with 0.5 mm lead, driving the y-axis ramps
back and forth along i. With a 1024 count quadrature encoder, we have
a theoretical 0.003 1"' resolution for yz carriage positioning. Theoretical
y-axis repeatability capabilities will be discussed later in the error budget.
4.4.3 Z Axis
The z axis provides the focusing motion for the optics and secondary function
of opening shuttered connectors. As previously stated, focusing requires at
least 0.5 pm resolution with ±25 pin repeatability and 16 Hz bandwidth.
The z axis, seen in Figure 4-25, consists of a linear bearing actuated by a
leadscrew and nut. One may notice the symmetry of the yz carriage and the
second leadscrew. This is intended to actuate a cleaning system that will
be designed in future work and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Kinematics
As shown in Figure 4-26, tight tolerances on the motor and bearing mounts
within the yz carriage along with a motor shaft capable of high moment
loads, alleviate the need for a flexible coupling. For short term prototype
usage the hard-mount coupling allows for a much shorter design. The lead-
screw is mounted in a set of angular-contact bearings in the back-to-back
configuration to ensure high moment stiffness. A preload nut and preload
spacer allow for careful bearing preload setting, while the bearing retainer
holds the leadscrew/bearing assembly within the yz carriage.
The linear bearing on the camera tube is in quasi-kinematic constraint.
Bearing pads and preload gib seen in the Top view of Figure 4-27 provide two
constraints: rotation about the y axis (6y) and translation in i. Similarly,
as shown in the Right view of Figure 4-27, there is a second set of bearing
pads and preload gib that constrain 6 and Q motions. In the Front view
of Figure 4-27 the combination of the two bearings sets provide the final ,z
constraint.
The bearing pads are integrated into the yz carriage, an aluminum piece
with Teflon hard-coat anodization. The preload bearing pads are made of
bronze and a Buna-N 0-ring sandwiched between the bronze gib and the yz
carriage provides the gib preload, as shown in Figure 4-28.
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Figure 4-27: Z-axis constraints
Dynamic Model
Modeling the dynamics of the z axis is straight forward as shown in Fig-
ure 4-29. We have an effective input force F from the motor gear-head,
the effective inertia comprised of the motor shaft, gear-head drive train and
lead screw are modeled in m, = 1.69 Kg. The compliance between the driv-
ing mass and the camera tube mass is modeled as the series combination
of leadscrew torsional and compressive stiffness and the nut stiffness. The
leadscrew torsional stiffness is derived from the material shear modulus G
= 80 GPa, shaft polar moment of inertia Ip and length L. Torsional stiff-
ness is kt = GIp/L = 12.4 Nm/rad and is divided by (1/(27r))2 to convert
the stiffness from rotational to translational. 1 is the lead of the leadscrew
(0.5 nun/rev.) which gives the effective linear stiffness of the leadscrew as
1.95E9 N/m. The compressive stiffness of the screw is k, = EA/L where
E is the modulus of elasticity and A is the cross-sectional area. k, is found
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Figure 4-28: Z-axis gib design
to be 2.88E7 N/m. The effective stiffness of the nut is found using the Eu-
ler bending beam equation, and gives kb = 1.21E6 N/m, which gives the
effective linear stiffness as k = 1.16E6 N/m. The camera tube and nut are
modeled as a single mass m2 = 0.09 Kg. Subsequently, the system transfer
function, Equation 4.3, shows that the z-axis bandwidth is wn = 586 Hz.
Z2 k (4.3)
z1 82 mlm2 + k(mi + m2)]
We have a 0.75 Watt motor driving the axis with 64:1 gear-ratio and
1024 count-per-turn quadrature encoder. Also, the lead on the leadscrew is
0.5 mm/rev., thus giving a theoretical axis resolution of 0.0076 nm/count.
4.5 Error Budget
The structural loop, Figure 4-30, starts with the first coordinate system
(CS1) at the front of the lens system, and travels through each motion axis,
Z, Y and X, respectively, and then back to the ferrule location for a total of 6
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Figure 4-29: Z-axis lumped parameter dynamic model
coordinate systems. The 6 transformations between the coordinate systems
comprise the error budget, all with linear transformations.
Figure 4-30: Structural loop
As previously discussed, we have 5 sensitive directions, three Cartesian
and two rotational. The lenses must be positioned coaxially with the imaged
fiber (±20 pm repeatability along x axis and y axis), and focus requires
±25 pim repeatability along the z axis. Rotation about the x axis and y axis
are also sensitive as these determine how parallel we are able to place the
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optic with respect to the ferrule endface. Rotation about the z axis is not
sensitive as our optic is symmetric about the z axis, the image is independent
of 0, rotation. HDOF imaging requires the lenses to be parallel with the
fiber endface with in at most ±20.
4.5.1 CS1-CS2
The error budget for the transformation between CS1 and CS2, from the
lens tip to the yz carriage, is computed to analyze the z-axis error motion
performance, shown in Figure 4-31. The red vector corresponds to the nom-
inal displacement between the two coordinate systems. X and Y systematic
error motions are generated from camera tube and yz-carriage bearing pad
locational tolerances, typically ±200 pim. X and Y random error motions
stem from the peak-to-valley error on the z-axis bearing rail (the camera
tube). Because both the camera tube and yz carriage are designed to be
CNC machined, we should expect the peak-to-valley error to be on the order
of 5 microns. Z systematic and random error motions are due to systematic
and random variations of the leadscrew and nut interface. Table 4.6 summa-
rizes the error results, while Tables 4.7 and 4.8 provide detailed calculations.
Axes Actual Dims. Random errors Systematic Errors Units
X -5.0000 0.0050 0.2000 mm
Y -1.0000 0.0050 0.2000 mm
Z -98.2371 0.0100 0.2000 mm
0. 0.0000 0.0001 0.0038 rad
OV 0.0000 0.0001 0.0038 rad
0__1 0.0000 0.0002 0.0058 rad
Table 4.6: Camera tube to y-carriage error budget
As expected, the extended camera tube produces significant Abbe error
motions in the reference coordinate system, see Table 4.9. Seemingly negli-
gible rotations, O., and 0., are amplified by the long camera tube, giving up
to ±15 pm lens-tip random error motion as the z axis travels, just within
the required ±25 pm.
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YZ-Carriage
Error Motion Description Value units total
Xsystematic Camera Tube Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm 2.OOE-01Bearing Pad Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
Xrandom Camera Tube Peak-to-Valley Error 5.00E-03 mm 5.00E-03
Ysystematic Camera Tube Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm 2.OOE-01Bearing Pad Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
Yrandom Camera Tube Peak-to-Valley Error 5.OOE-03 mm 5.OOE-03
Zsystematic Leadscrew Errors 2.OOE-01 mm 2.OOE-01
Zrandom Random Leadscrew Errors 1.00E-02 mm 1.00E-02
Table 4.7: CS1-CS2 Error Derivation; Cartesian
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Camera Tube Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
Bearing Pad Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
Osystematic Bearing Pad Spacing 5.20E+01 mm 3.85E-03
ti 3.85E-03 rad
Camera Tube Peak-To-Valley 5.OOE-03 mm
Orandom Bearing Pad Spacing 5.20E+01 mm 9.62E-05
ti 9.62E-05 rad
Camera Tube Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
Bearing Pad Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
O9 systematic Bearing Pad Spacing 5.20E+01 mm 3.85E-03
ti 3.85E-03 rad
Camera Tube Peak-To-Valley 5.OOE-03 mm
Orandom Bearing Pad Spacing 5.20E+01 mm 9.62E-05
ti 9.62E-05 rad
Camera Tube Tolerance 2.OOE-01 mm
Bearing Pad Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
Ozsystematic Bearing Pad Spacing 5.20E+01 mm 5.77E-03
ti 5.77E-03 rad
Camera Tube Peak-To-Valley 1.OOE-02 mm
Ozrandom Bearing Pad Spacing 5.20E+01 mm 1.92E-04
ti 1.92E-04 rad
Table 4.8: CS1-CS2 Error Derivation; Angular
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Sum Random Errors For Z-axis
Motion in the Reference CS
6X 0.0146
6Y 0.0120
6Z 0.0165
EX (rad) 0.0001
EY (rad) 0.0001
EZ (rad) 0.0002
Table 4.9: Sum random errors for z axis
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4.5.2 CS2-CS3
Figure 4-32 depicts the coordinate transformation between CS2 and CS3,
detailing the y-axis motions between the yz carriage and the front ballguide.
As previously discussed, a leadscrew and nut drive the ramps back and
forth along i, and due to bearing constraints the yz carriage subsequently
travels up and down along 9. The guideballs provide a rotational and two
translational constraints and the combination of the spring preload and the
moving ramps preloads the yz carriage against the guideballs.
YZ-Carriage Guideballs
Rollers
Spring
Preload
Moving
Ramp
TZ
Ramp Nut
Guide
Nut Leadscrew
Figure 4-32: YZ-carriage error budget
Figure 4-33 shows how manufacturing tolerances on the ballguide di-
ameter, vee angle, and vee location determine Xsystematic, Zsystematic, and
0 ysystematic error motions. Assuming that the ballguides are in point con-
tact with the vee-and-flat, Xrandom, Zrandom, and 0 yrandom error motions are
dictated by the vee-and-flat's surface roughness.
Figure 4-34 shows Ysystematic and OXsystematic error motions are caused
by the locational tolerance on the yz-carriage roller mount, roller roundness
errors, ramp form errors, and base-carriage form errors. The respective
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random error motions are due to the combination of roller roundness errors,
ramp peak-to-valley errors, and ramp to base-carriage peak-to-valley errors.
0 +0.01/-0.0 mm *O.01 MM
55t0.01 mm
*0.01 mm
z
t0.01 mm
Figure 4-33: Y-carriage vee to baliguide rotational tolerance errors
Ozsystematic error motions are also comprised of locational tolerance of the
yz-carriage roller mount, roller roundness errors, ramp form errors and base-
carriage form errors in addition to the ramp nut guide angular error. The
Ozrandom error motions occur due to roller roundness errors, ramp peak-to-
valley errors, base-carriage peak-to-valley errors and the nut and leadscrew
straightness errors.
Table 4.10 shows the displacement vector between CS2 and CS3 along
with the corresponding systematic and random error motions. Detailed
calculations are provided in Tables 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14.
Axes Actual Dims. Random errors Systematic Errors Units
X -8.0000 0.0050 0.0950 mm
Y 5.5386 0.0200 0.0800 mm
Z -3.7000 0.0050 0.0950 mm
6 0.0000 0.0001 0.0027 rad
OV 0.0000 0.0001 0.0017 rad
___1 0.0000 0.0002 0.0019 rad
Table 4.10: Camera tube to yz-carriage error budget
Resultant error motions at the lens-tip can be seen in Table 4.15. Again,
we have significant Abbe error motions due to the small rotations at CS3,
but during a y traversal the system should stay fairly well centered. As
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YZ-Carmage
/44 0.05 mm
Y
Ramp
z 
5m
S0.005 m
50 10.05 mm
+0.05mm
±0.05 mm
Roller
(a) Y-axis Side View
67.3 ± 0.05 mm
YZ-Carriage Ramp
(b) Y-axis Front View
Figure 4-34: Y-carriage roller and ramp tolerances
expected we see ±15 pm random motions along ,, and a slight defocus of
+10 pm, which are both within the functional requirements.
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+ 0.005 mm
Y
Error Motion Description Value units total
Vee Locational Tolerance 0.0500 mm
Xsystematic Guideball Diametral Tolerance 0.0100 mm 0.0950
Vee Angle Tolerance 0.0350 mm
Xrandom Vee and Flat Surface Roughness 0.0050 mm 0.0050
Wheel Mount Location Tolerance 0.0500 mm
Roller Roundness 0.0100 mm 0.0800
systematic Ramp Form Errors 0.0100 mm
Base-Carriage Thickness Tolerance 0.0100 mm
Roller Wheel ID 0.0050 mm
Yrandom Roller Wheel OD 0.0050 mm 0.0200Ramp Peak-to-Valley 0.0050 mm
Base-Carriage Peak-to-Valley 0.0050 mm
Vee Locational Tolerance 0.0500 mm
Zsystematic Guideball Diametral Tolerance 0.0100 mm 0.0950
Vee Angle Tolerance 0.0350 mm
Zrandom Vee and Flat Surface Roughness 0.0050 mm 0.0050
Table 4.11: CS2-CS3 Error Derivation; Cartesian
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Roller locational Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Roller Roundness Errors 5.OOE-02 mm
Ramp Form Errors 1.OOE-02 mm
Roller Spacing 4.40E+01 mm
O'systematic ti 2.50E-03 rad 2.70E-03
Base Carriage Form Errors 1.OOE-02 mm
Ramp Bearing Pad Spacing 5.OOE+01 mm
t2 2.OOE-04 rad
Roller Wheel ID 1.OOE-03 mm
Roller Wheel OD 1.OOE-03 mm
Roller Spacing 4.40E+01 mm
0
'random ti 4.55E-05 rad 6.55E-05
Base Carriage Peak-to-Valley Errors 1.OOE-03 mm
Ramp Bearing Pad Spacing 5.OOE+01 mm
t2 2.OOE-05 rad
Table 4.12: CS2-CS3 Error Derivation; Angular 9.
Error Motion Description Value units total
Vee Locational Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Guideball Diametral Tolerance 1.OOE-02 mm
Vee Angle Tolerance 3.50E-02 mm 1.73E-03
vsystematic Guideball Spacing 5.50E+01 mm
ti 1.73E-03 rad
Vee and Flat Surface Roughness 5.OOE-03 mm
Ovrandom Guideball Spacing 5.50E+01 mm 9.09E-05
ti 9.09E-05 rad
Table 4.13: CS2-CS3 Error Derivation; Angular Oy
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Wheel Mount Location Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Roller Roundness 1.00E-02 mm
Ramp Form Errors 1.OOE-02 mm
Roller Spacing 4.40E+01 mm
ti 1.59E-03 rad
O2systematic Base-Carriage Thickness Tolerance 1.OOE-02 mm 1.89E-03
Ramp Bearing Pad Spacing 5.OOE+01 mm
t2 2.OOE-04 rad
Nut Misalignment 1.OOE-04 rad
Roller Wheel ID 1.OOE-03 mm
Roller Wheel OD 1.OOE-03 mm
Ramp Peak-to-Valley Errors 1.OOE-03 mm
Roller Spacing 4.40E+01 mm
ti 6.82E-05 rad
Ozrandom 1.88E-04
Base Carriage Peak-to-Valley Errors 1.OOE-03 mm
Ramp Bearing Pad Spacing 5.OOE+01 mm
t2 2.OOE-05 rad
Nut Wiggle 1.OOE-04 rad
Table 4.14: CS2-CS3 Error Derivation; Angular 6
Sum Random Errors For Y-axis
Motion in the Reference CS
6X 0.0151
6Y 0.0265
6Z 0.0107
EX (rad) 0.0001
EY (rad) 0.0001
cZ (rad) 0.0002
Table 4.15: Sum random errors for y axis
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4.5.3 CS3-CS4
The transformation between CS3 and CS4, shown in Figure 4-35, details the
error motions between the ballguide and the vee wheel. The Cartesian sys-
tematic errors stem from locational tolerances on the ballguide with respect
to the base-carriage and the vee-wheel bearing mount with respect to the
base-carriage. Random error motions along the Cartesian directions come
from the angular-contact bearings in which the vee-wheel spins.
Rotational systematic errors are due to parallelism errors between the ball-
guide and angular-contact bearing-mount, also between the angular-contact
bearing inner-race and outer-race. Random rotational errors stem from
groove-wobble on the inner and outer bearing races. Table 4.16 presents
the transformation results while detailed calculations can be found in Ta-
bles 4.17, 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20.
Axes Actual Dims. Random errors Systematic Errors Units
X 1.35E+01 0.0076 0.5500 mm
Y -4.09E+00 0.0025 0.2000 mm
Z -1.03E+01 0.0076 0.5500 mm
01 0.0000 0.0002 0.0023 rad
O, 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 rad
_;__ 0.0000 0.0002 0.0016 rad
Table 4.16: Ballguide to vee wheel error budget
67 mm
Y3 Y
Z3
axis Ballguide
Base-Carriage Vee-Wheel
Figure 4-35: Pin 2 wheel
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Guideball Locational Tolerance 5.OOE-01 mm 550E01
Xsystematic Vee-Wheel Bearing Mount Locational Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Bearing Outer Race Radial Runout 3.81E-03 mm
Xrandom Bearing Inner Race Radial Runout 1.27E-03 mm 7.62E-03Bore Runout With side 1.27E-03 mm
Raceway Runout With Side 1.27E-03 mm
Guideball Height Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm
Ysystematic Base-Carriage Height Tolerance 5.00E-02 mm 2.OOE-01
Vee-Wheel Height Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Yrado Angular Contact Bearing Axial 2.54E-03 mm 2.54E-03ran omRunout of preloaded set
ZsystmaticGuideball Locational Tolerance 5.OOE-01 mm 55E0
Zsytemtic Vee-Wheel Bearing Mount Locational Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm 55E0
Bearing Outer Race Radial Runout 3.81E-03 mm
Zrandom Bearing Inner Race Radial Runout 1.27E-03 mm 7.62E-03Bore Runout With side 1.27E-03 mm
Raceway Runout With Side 1.27E-03 mm
Table 4.17: CS3-CS4 Error Derivation; Cartesian
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Bearing O.D. runout with side 1.27E-03 mm
Bearing ID runout with side 1.27E-03 mm
Outer race thickness 2.78E+00 mm
ti 4.57E-04 rad
Outer-Race Runout With side (Groove 0.00254 mmWobble)
O1systematic outer-Race OD 6.35 mm 2.26E-03
t2 4.OOE-04 rad
Inner-Race Runout With side (Groove 1.27E-03 mmWobble)
Inner-Race OD 3.18E+00 mm
t3 4.00E-04 rad
Parallelism 2.OOE-04 rad
Guideball Parallelism with 1.OOE-03 rad
Base-Carriage
Bearing O.D. runout with side 1.27E-04 mm
Bearing ID runout with side 1.27E-04 mm
Outer race thickness 2.78E+00 mm
ti 9.14E-05 rad
Outer-Race Runout With side (Groove 0.000254 mm
Wobble)
Orandom outer-Race OD 6.35 mm 1.51E04
t2 4.00E-05 rad
Inner-Race Runout With side (Groove 4.06E-03 mm
Wobble)
Inner-Race OD 3.18E+00 mm
t3 1.28E-03 rad
Parallelism 2.OOE-05 rad
Table 4.18: CS3-CS4 Error Derivation; Angular 9.
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Error Motion Description Value units total
8 
systematic NA O.OOE+00 rad O.OOE+00
6 Urandom NA O.OOE+00 rad O.OOE+00
Table 4.19: CS3-CS4 Error Derivation; Angular 0,
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Bearing O.D. runout with side 1.27E-03 mm
Bearing ID runout with side 1.27E-03 mm
Outer race thickness 2.78E+00 mm
ti 9.14E-04 rad
Outer-Race Runout With side 0.00254 mm
(Groove Wobble)
O'systematic outer-Race OD 6.35 mm 1.61E-03
t2 4.OOE-04 rad
Inner-Race Runout With side 406E02 mm
(Groove Wobble)
Inner-Race OD 3.18E+00 mm
t3 1.28E-02 rad
Parallelism 2.00E-04 rad
Guideball Parallelism with 1.OOE-04 rad
Base-Carriage
Bearing O.D. runout with side 1.27E-04 mm
Bearing ID runout with side 1.27E-04 mm
Outer race thickness 2.78E+00 mm
ti 9.14E-05 rad
Outer-Race Runout With side 0.000254 mm
0zao (Groove Wobble)
random outer-Race OD 6.35 mm 1.51E04
t2 4.OOE-05 rad
Inner-Race Runout With side 1.27E-04 mm(Groove Wobble)
Inner-Race OD 3.18E+00 mm
t3 4.00E-05 rad
Parallelism 2.OOE-05 rad
Table 4.20: CS3-CS4 Error Derivation; Angular 0,
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4.5.4 CS4-CS5
The transformation between CS4 and CS5 is shown in Figure 4-36. As be-
fore, systematic errors are generally based on geometrical tolerances, while
random errors stem from peak-to-valley errors upon the geometrical tol-
erance, therefore for this transformation the error motions are defined as
follows:
* Xsystematic errors are a function of the pinion's effective pitch diameter,
while the Xrandom errors stem from random variations in the pinion's
effective pitch diameter.
* Ysystematic errors stem from the vee-wheel's and rack's dimensional
tolerances, while the Yrandom errors are a function of the vee-wheel's
runout with height and the rack's peak-to-valley height error.
* Zsystematic errors are the combination of vee-wheel radial tolerance and
rack-width tolerance, while the Zrandom error motions stem from vee-
wheel radial runout and peak-to-valley rack-width errors.
* Oxsystematic errors are a combination vee-wheel height tolerance across
the three vee-wheels and rack parallelism errors, while Orandom errors
are simply the equivalent peak-to-valley errors on the three vee-wheel
heights and the rack parallelism.
* 
0 ysystematic errors are a combination of the vee-wheels' radial toler-
ances, and the rack width, while Oyrandom error motions are due to the
combination of the vee-wheel radial runout and peak-to-valley rack-
width.
* 
9 Zsystematic errors are a combination of three vee-wheels height toler-
ance and the rack-height tolerance, while Ozrandom errors are the com-
bination of vee-wheel runout with height and the peak-to-valley rack
height.
Consult Table 4.21 for error motion quantification.
As previously discussed, the combination of transformations between
CS3-CS4 and CS4-CS5 predict the x-axis error motions, as listed in Ta-
ble 4.25. This axis should produce high Cartesian error motions on the
order of ±50 pm but rather low angular error motions. Experience with the
bench-top system showed that we are mainly concerned about local resolu-
tion. If the error motions occur at low frequencies, then dead reckoning will
still allow us to traverse to each fiber.
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Axes Actual Dims. Random errors Systematic Errors Units
X 0.OOE+00 0.0100 0.1100 mm
Y 2.12E+00 0.0100 0.1000 mm
Z 1.96E+02 0.0100 0.1000 mm
0. 0.0000 0.0002 0.0020 rad
Ov 0.0000 0.0002 0.0016 rad
0__1 0.0000 0.0005 0.0053 rad
Table 4.21: Vee-wheel to rack error budget
Base-Carriage
X-Axis Rack
20.6 - 0.2 mi
Vee-Wheel
t
30.9 ± 0.2 mm 30.9 ± 0.2 mm
Figure 4-36: Error budget: rack/carriage interface
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13.7 + 0.2 mm
Error Motion Description Value units total
Xsystematic Pitch Diameter Tolerance 1.OOE-01 mm 1.10E-01
Xrandom Pitch Diameter Random Tolerance 1.OOE-02 mm 1.OOE-02
Vee-Wheel Height Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm 1OOE-01
systematic Rack Height Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Yrandom Vee Wheel Runout with Side 5.OOE-03 mm 1OOE-02Rack Height Peak-to-Valley 5.OOE-03 mm
Vee-Wheel Radial Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm 1OOE-O1
Zsystematic Rack Width Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Zrandom Vee-Wheel Radial Runout 5.OOE-03 mm 1.OOE-02Rack Width Peak-to-Valley 5.OOE-03 mm
Table 4.22: CS4-CS5 Error Derivation; Cartesian
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Vee-Wheel Height Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Distance Between Wheels 2.06E+01 mm
ti 2.43E-03 rad
O'systematic Rack Height Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm 2.03E-03
Rack Width 1.37E+01 mm
t2 3.65E-03 rad
number of wheels 3.OOE+00
Vee-Wheel Runout with Side 5.OOE-03 mm
Distance Between Wheels 2.06E+01 mm
ti 2.43E-04 rad
0 1random Rack Height Peak-to-Valley 5.OOE-03 mm 2.03E-04
Tolerance
Rack Width 1.37E+01 mm
t2 3.65E-04 rad
number of wheels 3.OOE+00
Vee-Wheel Radial Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
OU Rack Width Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm 1.62E-03
systematic Wheel Spacing 6.18E+01 mm
ti 1.62E-03 rad
Table 4.23: CS4-CS5 Error Derivation; Angular 0. and 0,
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Error Motion Description Value units total
Vee-Wheel Radial Runout 5.OOE-03 mm
6 Rack Width Peak-to-Valley 5.OOE-03 mm 1.62E-04random wheel Spacing 6.18E+01 mm
ti 1.62E-04 rad
Vee-Wheel Height Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Spacing 3.09E+01 mm
ti 1.62E-03 rad
OZsystematic 5.29E-03
Rack Height Tolerance 5.OOE-02 mm
Rack Width 1.36E+01 mm
t2 3.68E-03 rad
Vee-Wheel Runout with Height 5.00E-03 mm
Spacing 3.09E+01 mm
ti 1.62E-04 rad
Ozrandom 5.27E-04
Rack Height Peak-to-Valley 5.OOE-03 mm
Rack Width 1.37E+01 mm
t2 3.65E-04 rad
Table 4.24: CS4-CS5 Error Derivation; Angular Oy and Oz
Sum Random Errors For X-Axis
Motion in the Reference CS
6X 0.0482
bY 0.0537
6Z 0.0560
cX (rad) 0.0004
EY (rad) 0.0002
cZ (rad) 0.0007
Table 4.25: Sum random errors for x axis
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4.6 Experimental Verification
4.6.1 Repeatability and Resolution
A Lion Precision capacitance gauge, model Cl-A, recorded all measure-
ments. It is capable of 0.5 pm resolution and 1.5 mm travel and its output
voltage was recorded with a 12-bit A/D converter with ±10 V range. Mea-
surement accuracy is on the order of ±ILSB = 0.7 Mm. Unless otherwise
stated, all measurements were recorded at the lens tip with the camera-tube
in the fully extended position to include all Abbe errors in the measure-
ment. For example, the i error motions measurement setup can be seen in
Figure 4-37, that for 9 in Figure 4-38 and that for i in Figure 4-39.
Cap Gauge
Camera Tube
Figure 4-37: i motion measurement, capacitance gauge location
A typical repeatability test trajectory can be seen in Figure 4-40, con-
sisting of the following steps:
1. start axis at encoder position 0
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Camera Tube
Cap Gauge
Figure 4-38: motion measurement, capacitance gauge location
2. move axis to a positive random encoder position
3. move axis back to encoder position 0
4. move axis to a negative random encoder position
5. move axis back to encoder position 0
6. repeat steps 2 through 5
Resolution was measured by sweeping the axis through its travel while
recording the lens tip position with the capacitance gauge and motor encoder
position. Average resolution was computed as the measured capacitance
gauge displacement divided by the measured encoder position.
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Cap Gauge Camera Tube
Target
9: i
Cap Gauge
motion measurement, capacitance
Repeatability Trajectory
204-0 8 0 2
20 40 60 80 100 120
time [sec]
Figure 4-40: Repeatability trajectory
gauge location
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X Axis
The x-axis repeatability measurement results, Figure 4-41, show a clear bi-
modal distribution with the two modes nearly straddling the zero-point. The
two modes come from drive-train backlash. The small distribution in the
middle is due to a random motion to a distance smaller than the backlash.
The backlash specifications on the motor gear head predict 1.80 movement
and with a 12 mm pitch-diameter pinion, x-axis backlash is predicted to
be ±94 pm. We are well below that and it is probably a combination of
the manufacturer beating their specification and the moment loading on
the pinion due to the rack being transmitted into the gearbox. Implement-
ing backlash compensation reduces the repeatability from t15 pm down to
+8 ,am as shown in Figure 4-42, which is much better than the ±25 ym
repeatability from the functional requirements.
X-Axis Repeatability Measurement Histogram at Lens Tip with Backlash Compensation
800
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600-
500-
400-
300-
200-
100
0
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
X-Axis position error [micron]
Figure 4-41: X-axis repeatability histogram
The average system resolution measured by sweeping the axis through its
travel equals 0.138 ± 4 pm/cnt, where the theoretical is 0.134 ± 11 pm/cnt,
which is clearly good enough for the functional requirements. The error
motion from this measurement can be seen in Figure 4-43.
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X-Axis Repeatability Measurement Histogram at Lens Tip with Backlash Compensation
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Figure 4-42: X-axis repeatability histogram with backlash compensation
X-Axis Incremental Position Error Plot
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Figure 4-43: X axis average resolution error
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Y Axis
The y-axis repeatability results, Figure 4-44, show a distinct bimodal dis-
tribution, due to actuator backlash. The gearhead backlash is on the order
of 2.20 and passing through the leadscrew and roller ramps, the yz carriage
should exhibit backlash on the order of ±1.11 Am. The data shown be-
low is much worse than this indicating that the leadscrew nut, hard mount
coupling and setscrews may have loosened giving much higher backlash.
Implementing blacklash motion control reduces the backlash from ±45 prm
to ±4 pm, as shown in Figure 4-45, bringing the axis to well within the
functional requirements.
4000
3500 -
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-50
Y-Axis Repeatability Measurement Histogram at Lens Tip
0
Y-Axis position [micron]
50
Figure 4-44: Y-axis repeatability histogram
Locking the y-axis rollers such that they effectively are sliding contact
bearings drastically reduced the error motions. The average system resolu-
tion measured by sweeping the axis through its travel results in 0.0028 ±
4 pm, which meets the 5 pm functional requirement. The error motion
measured during the resolution test can be seen in Figure 4-46.
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Y-Axis Repeatability Measurement Histogram at Lens Tip with Backlash Compensation
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Figure 4-45:
Y-Axis position [micron]
Y-axis repeatability histogram with backlash compensation
Y-Axis Incremental Position Error Plot
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Figure 4-46: Y axis average resolution error
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Z-Axis
The z-axis repeatability test results, Figure 4-47, show a clear bimodal dis-
tribution due to actuator backlash. The few points that lie between the
two modes are due to movements smaller than the actuator backlash. The
gearhead backlash specifications are 2.20, therefore at the lens tip we should
see 3 pm backlash. The data shown below indicates much worse backlash,
the hard mount coupling and nut may have loosened up explaining the high
backlash results. With backlash compensation, the repeatability is reduced
from ±150 pm to i4 pm, well within the ±25 pm from functional require-
ments. This is due to backlash in from the motor gearhead and backlash in
the coupling between the gearhead and the leadscrew.
The average z-axis resolution measured by sweeping the axis through its
travel was found to be 0.0076 ± 91Lm, which is also within the functional
requirements. The error motion from this measurement can be seen in Fig-
ure 4-49. We see that the 0.5 mm lead of the leadscrew causing the majority
of the error motion.
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Z-Axis Repeatability Measurement at Lens Tip
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Figure 4-47: Z-axis repeatability histogram
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Z-Axis Repeatability Measurement at Lens Tip with Backlash Compensation
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Figure 4-48: Z-axis repeatability histogram with backlash compensation
Z-Axis Incremental Error Position Plot
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Figure 4-49: Z-axis average resolution error
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4.6.2 System Dynamics
Experimental system identification was used to correlate system dynam-
ics with the transfer functions presented earlier in the chapter. Sine-sweep
tests are typically used for most mechanical system identification experi-
ments (94], but in practice these proved difficult to accurately implement
due to high actuator backlash. To ensure that the inertia dynamics are
measured correctly, the actuator must move each axis substantially beyond
the backlash. At higher frequencies this becomes difficult as the input torque
required to move the axis beyond the backlash is rather high and the ampli-
fier saturates and eventually shuts-down due to heat overload, thus giving
inaccurate measurement results.
X Axis
System step response has been shown to be quite effective at measuring
system performance such as bandwidth, damping and settling time [95]. An
example of the x-axis velocity step-response can be seen in Figure 4-50,
where the x's correspond to the measured data points and the line is the
fitted model response.
The system has significant friction and dissipative effects, and for sim-
plicity we'll model it as viscous damping. Recalling the model derived earlier
in the chapter, Equation 4.1, and adding viscous damping terms between
each mass and ground we arrive at
_1 s2 J2 + b2 s + k
Ti s 3 J1 J 2 + s 2 (b2 J1 + bIJ 2 ) + s(k(Ji + J2) + bib 2 ) + k(b1 + b2 )
This transfer function was then fit to the data using b1 and b2 as the variables
(J, J2 and k were calculated based on the CAD models.)
The x-axis velocity step response appears to be 1 st order, dominated
by the dissipative effects between the rack-and-pinion and the vee wheels,
modeled as a viscous damper b2 , and the mass of the carriage J2 , as the
time constant r = J2/b2 = 0.0135 seconds. The x-axis settling time is
4r = 0.05 seconds which is close to the 0.05 second settling time from
functional requirements. Being that the system has such high friction it
is quite difficult to experimentally determine the system bandwidth from a
step-response. We must reduce damping to increase the settling time, which
can be accomplished by reducing pinion preload against the rack.
An example of a ferrule-to-ferrule x-axis movement can be seen in Fig-
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X-Axis Velocity Step Response
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Figure 4-50: X-axis velocity step response
ure 4-51. Even though the x-axis's settling time is a little high, with a
smooth position trajectory the axis meets the functional requirements. The
measured motion shows the axis moves 6 mm in 1 second, which is sig-
nificantly better than the 3 mm in 12 seconds specified by the functional
requirements.
Y-Axis
The y-axis velocity step response can be seen in Figure 4-52. It appears to
be first order due the high damping and friction between each of the moving
components, the nut and bronze-gib, and the ramps and the base-carriage.
Recalling the system transfer function, Equation (4.2), we noted that the
dynamics were dominated by the mass of the yz carriage and the effective
stiffness of the four rollers on which it rides. The system simplifies as shown
in Figure 4-53, giving the transfer function
1 s2 m 2 + b2 s + k
F1 = s 3m 1m 2 + S2(b 2m1 + bim 2 ) + s[k(mi + M 2 ) + bib 2] + k(bi + b2 )(4.5)
where m, is the effective inertia of the leadscrew, motor shaft, gearhead, nut,
nut-wing preload, and ramps, m2 is the effective inertia of the yz carriage,
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X-Axis Movement
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Figure 4-51: X-axis ferrule-to-ferrule motion
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Figure 4-52: Y-axis velocity step response
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k is the effective stiffness of the pins the rollers ride on, and b, and b2 are
viscous damping parameters acting on the two masses.
The transfer function was fit to the velocity step-response with bi and b2
as the curve fitting parameters and has a good fit. The system dynamics are
dominated by the mass of the yz carriage and damping giving a 1st-order
like time constant r = 0.008 second The settling time, 4 r = 0.032 second
which is better than the 0.05 second from functional requirement.
Stiffness of roller
pins
V,
F
4 
b,
Inertia of Inertia of yz
leadscrew, motor carriage
shaft, gearhead, nut,
nut-wing preload
and ramps
Figure 4-53: Y-axis simplified model
Y-axis motor position during a 250 pm fiber-to-fiber movement can be
seen in Figure 4-54. From the motor's point of view, we meet the functional
requirement of moving fiber-to-fiber within 1 second.
Z Axis
The z-axis velocity step-response can be seen in Figure 4-55. At first glance,
the response appears 2nd-order because of the oscillations. Closer inspection
of the data shows that the oscillations occur at a period of 0.5 mm, same as
the leadscrew lead. Thus the oscillations are not due to actuator dynamics
but to leadscrew errors.
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Figure 4-54: Y-axis ferrule-to-ferrule motion
Z-Axis Vesocity Step Response
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Figure 4-55: Z-axis velocity step-response
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Recalling the transfer function Equation (4.3), the model is shown in
Figure 4-29, and modeling friction effects as viscous damping terms b, and
b2 between each mass and ground, we obtain the transfer function in Equa-
tion (4.6). Again, modeling the dissipative friction effects as viscous damp-
ing may be incorrect but will suffice for the sake of simplicity. Fitting the
transfer function only to the initial transient and not the oscillations shows
that we have a highly damped system with settling time = 0.03 sec, which
is well within the 0.05 sec functional requirement.
s 2m2 b2 s +k
F1  s 3m1m2 + s 2 (b2 mi + bim2) + s[k(mi + m2) + bib 2] + k(bi + b2 )(4.6)
Z-axis motor position during a 200 [pm traversal (focus motion) can be
seen in Figure 4-56. From the motor's point of view, this axis is more then
adequate to perform the 20 pm focus movement within 1 second.
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Figure 4-56: Z-axis focus motion
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4.6.3 Error Budget Verification
The error motions for each axis were measured at the lens tip to verify the
error budget calculations. The same capacitance-gauge and data-acquisition
machine described earlier were use to record the motions.
CS1-CS2: Z-Axis Error Motions
Experimental verification of , error motions during a z-axis movement can
be seen in Figure 4-57(a). The superposition of two separate phenomena
occurs:
1. A linear error motion is most likely caused by the capacitance-gauge
measurement-target not being truly square. As previously discussed,
during z axis motion, the functional requirements for HDOF imag-
ing only require i- and # error motions to be less than 5 pm per mm
traveled along i. If the linear error motion is real instead of an arti-
fact of the measurement technique, this measurement shows that the
requirement is met.
2. The sinusoidal error of 0.5 mm period is the same as the 0.5 mm lead on
the leadscrew driving the z axis. Close inspection of the camera-tube
during z-axis traversal shows that the leadscrew is not quite straight
and does cause the camera-tube to precess in accordance with the
leadscrew lead. We can see that the z-axis leadscrew and nut over-
constrain the z-axis bearings, hence the leadscrew motion along i and
imparts onto the camera tube. Later we will discuss how to design
the nut so that the system is no longer over-constrained, which should
remove the sinusoidal error motion.
By symmetry, error motions are nearly identical to those along X,
so we neglect to present those here. Experimental verification of i error
motions during a z-axis movement can be seen in Figure 4-57(b). The re-
sult is dominated by a sinusoidal motion with amplitude 9 jim and period
0.5 mm (again the same as the leadscrew lead), which is well within the
±25 pm repeatability functional requirement. Interestingly, the measured
error motions are well below those predicted by the error budget, as given
in Table 4.9. Because we do not have exactly point contact at each bearing
gib, the surface roughness errors are averaging out thus explaining why the
system performance is better than expected.
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Figure 4-57: CS1-CS2 error-motions
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CS2-CS3: Y-Axis Error Motions
Upon verifying the y-axis error motions, we found that the roller-wheels
caused rather high random error motions due to stick-slip phenomena. For
example, the Yrandom motion shown in Figure 4-58(a) swings randomly
±40 pm, whereas with the rollers locked so that they act as sliding-contact
bearings the error motions are reduced by a factor of 10, Figure 4-58(b).
As can be seen in Figure 4-59, Xrandom error motion measured at the
lens tip shows a linear trend with a sinusoidal oscillation. The linear trend
is most likely due to the capacitance-gauge target not being fully square.
The oscillation has amplitude approximately ±2 pm, which is well within
the error budget. Also, Zrandom error motion is shown in Figure 4-60. There
is a linear trend in this plot, which is probably due to the capacitance-gauge
target not being fully square. Nevertheless, the error motion remains within
the functional requirements, and in practice the axis behaves better than
expected. See Table 4.15.
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Figure 4-58: CS2 measured y error-motions
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Figure 4-59: Xradom error-motion measured at lens tip
Z-direction error motion as Y-axis travels: Measured at CS1
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Figure 4-60: Zrandom error-motion
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CS3-CS5: X-Axis Error Motions
Experimental verification of the x-axis error motions measured at the lens-
tip can be seen in Figures 4-61 4-62 and 4-63. The Xrandom is well within
t25 pm required by the functional requirements and the ±50 Jim predicted
from the error budget.
Yrandom error motion can be seen in Figure 4-62. It appears to have
a large "u" shape, with a maximum spread of ±15 pm per 40 mm trav-
eled, which is within the error budget and functional-requirements. A sinu-
soidal motion is superimposed upon the "u" and appears to come from the
rack-and-pinion as it has the same period and has negligible effect as the
amplitude is quite low.
Zrandom error motion, as shown in Figure 4-63, is highly dominated by a
sinusoid with approximately 5 jim amplitude and the 1.5 mm period (same
as the rack-and-pinion tooth engagement). Over the 30 mm recorded, we
see approximately ±15 pm motion, which is well within the error budget
and functional requirements.
X-Axis Incremental Position Error Plot
300 -200 -100 0 100
Encoder Position [micron]
200 300 400
Figure 4-61: CS3-CS5: Xrandom error motions measured at lens tip
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4.7 Summary and Future Work
Through the use of an error budget and creative design, the mechanical de-
sign achieves all the functional requirements. The x axis has 0.05 second set-
tling time, 0.124 ± 4 Am resolution and ±8 pm repeatability. The y axis has
0.03 second settling time, 0.003± 4 Am resolution and ±15 Am repeatability.
The z axis has 0.03 second settling time and 0.00076±10 pm resolution and
±10 Am repeatability. Also, the system fits within the 15 x 80 x 300 mm
envelope.
Simplifying parts, reducing part count, and reducing part tolerances may
drastically reduce manufacturing costs. Frame-less motors, castings, extru-
sions and high-volume manufacturing are potential ideas for reducing costs.
This prototype is viewed as a successful enabling technology experiment.
We were unable to test the inspection machine in a live router and so the
affects of vibrations and temperature gradients have not been fully tested,
and are left for future work. Even though this second prototype meets
virtually all functional requirements, many improvements could be made.
Assembling the system and performing the various error motion and system-
identification measurements makes most of the needed improvements readily
apparent. A short description of the most important improvements follow.
4.7.1 Z-Axis Leadscrew and Nut
As previously discussed the z-axis leadscrew and nut were over constrained
and had an undoubtedly sinusoidal error motion. The first quick fix was to
re-manufacture the screw with much tighter tolerances as the initial lead-
screw was turned on a lathe and then the thread was cut with a die. The
re-manufactured part was single-point turned on lathe. Each end of the
screw was drilled out to support the free end during the turning process.
The screw worked much better than the original but still did exhibit the
sinusoidal error motion.
The support hole on the coupling end of the leadscrew created a rather
thin section, on the order of 0.5 mm, and after a few swift runs hitting a
hard stop the leadscrew broke at the coupling mount. A better solution is
required.
As shown in Figure 4-64, the newly designed nut would allow for a
"sloppy" leadscrew. The nut is only constrained along i by the the ax-
ial flexure preloading the nut against the bearing surface, which is attached
the camera-tube. O, is constrained by the rotational flexure; this nut allows
for quite significant &, , G2 and O, error motions.
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Figure 4-64: Redesigned z-axis nut
4.7.2 Coupling Set Screws
Another problem was high-backlash on each axis. A significant portion arose
from the gearhead which could not be reduced. The remaining backlash
came from the couplings which were connected to the motor-shafts and
leadscrews by set screws. A considerable amount of backlash came from the
coupling mounts as the set screws would back out even with Loctite, thus
they definitely need to be redesigned for future machines. A split allows for
much greater preload force upon the mounted shaft, as shown in Figure 4-
65. With a socket-head cap-screw use lock washers prevent the screws from
backing out.
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Figure 4-65: Redesigned coupling
4.7.3 Higher Repeatability
The x axis produces a significant portion of the error motions. If one de-
sired to implement a similar design but with higher repeatability they could
implement a system with two racks as shown in Figure 4-66. The front rack
constrains the angular motions and both racks drive the system. Moving the
rack forward drastically shortens the error budget structural loop, signifi-
cantly improve x-axis repeatability. Driving at both racks effectively drives
the system at its center of mass preventing binding. These benefits would
have to be weighed against the increased complexity.
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Figure 4-66: X-axis with higher performance
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Chapter 5
System Testing
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the results of tests performed
on the FOFIM system developed in this thesis, showing that the optical
design meets the 1 pLm Rayleigh resolution requirement through the use
of image processing; virtually unlimited depth-of-field and dynamic range
images capture all available intensity information; innovative machine vision
algorithms successfully detect 1 pm detects and the mechanical design meets
all functional requirements.
5.2 Optics
Due to lack of equipment, we do not have the capability to directly mea-
sure the optical system performance (MTF, PSF or OPD), but comparison
between images collected from an inspection system with higher resolution
shows that the designed optics behave as expected.
Examples of images taken with the designed optics can be seen in Fig-
ures 5-1(a), 5-2(a), and 5-3(a). Beside each is the deconvolved image and
below each is an image taken from an inspection system with a higher
(0.96 jim) resolution objective. Differences between the higher resolution
image and the deconvolved FOFIM's image are due to focus position vari-
ances, illumination variances and obviously they are imaged via different
lenses.
Manual, visual inspection of the fiber images shown in Figures 5-1, 5-2
and 5-3, shows that nearly all defects in the high-resolution images, appear
in the deconvolved FOFIM images. The deconvolved FOFIM images even
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(a) Original image from FOFIM proto- (b) Deconvolved image from FOFIM
type prototype
(c) Image by objective with 0.3 NA from
bench top FOFIM
Figure 5-1: Fiber 1 Deconvolved
show slightly more contrast than the high-resolution images indicating that
the FOFIM's optics perform very well. For example, the faint scratches and
dust particles in Figure 5-2 are much easier to see in the deconvolved image
than in the high-resolution image. One may object that the objects are
slightly larger, and distorted due to diffraction effects, but we are not overly
concerned with accurately measuring defect size. We simply must detect
them, which the FOFIM optics do well.
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(a) Original image from FOFIM proto- (b) Deconvolved image from FOFIM
type prototype
(c) Image by objective with 0.3 NA from
bench top FOFIM
Figure 5-2: Fiber 2 Deconvolved
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(a) Original image from FOFIM proto- (b) Deconvolved image from FOFIM
type prototype
(c) Image by objective with 0.3 NA from
bench top FOFIM
Figure 5-3: Fiber 3 Deconvolved
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5.3 Machine Vision
Simulated fiber defects help determine appropriate image processing param-
eter settings. As shown in Figure 5-4(a), simulated particles of known size
and contrast are passed through the defect detection algorithm. The particle
sizes range from 0.5 pm to 5.5 pm and contrast range 2.2:1 to 1.2:1.
(a) Simulated Defects (b) Defect Detection
Figure 5-4: Particle Defect Sensitivity
As shown in Figure 5-4(b), the FOFIM easily detects 1 pm defects with
minimum contrast of 1.5:1. iNEMI neglects to discuss defect contrast ratios,
but the inspection machine is capable of detecting beyond the required 2 pm
defect size.
Simulated scratches upon the fiber endface are shown in Figure 5-5(a),
with scratch widths ranging from 1 pm down to 0.5 pm and contrast ra-
tio ranges from 1.4:1 to 1.02:1. The proposed scratch detection algorithm
detects the scratches as marked by the yellow lines in Figure 5-5(b). The
FOFIM detects 1 pm wide scratches with contrast down to 1.1:1, thus beat-
ing the recommended iNEMI inspection guidelines.
These simulated fiber defect tests show that the proposed defect detec-
tion algorithms do detect 1 pm defects with sufficient contrast. Results from
images taken by the FOFIM are shown in Figures 5-6, 5-7 and 5-8. All per-
tinent defects are detected within the image. Red blobs correspond to pits,
chips and particles and the yellow lines correspond to scratch defects. The
blue and green areas label the inspected core and cladding areas respectively.
Even though the proposed algorithms do meet the iNEMI specs, much
improvement is needed. It appears the some of the dust particles on the
fiber's core in Figure 5-6(b) have only their periphery marked. The contrast
filling rule was not able to accurately measure its contrast to fill in the defect
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(a) Simulated Scratches
Figure 5-5: Scratch Defect Sensitivity
(a) Deconvolved Image (b) Detected Defects
Figure 5-6: Fiber 1 Defect Detection
due to the core being lit and the high density of defects. The lit core and
high defect density confuse the local contrast measure.
For fiber 2, Figure 5-7(b), the contrast particle detection rule filled in
some defects that do not exist near the very bottom center of the fiber. It is
hard to accurately measure local contrast near the fiber edge as the ferrule
surrounding may swing the measure quite far, thus resulting in mislabeled
defects. Also, the scratch detection algorithm was able to detect a few of the
scratches even though they are quite faint. It appears that slightly curved
scratches are detected as two separate scratches though.
For fiber 3, Figure 5-8(b), we again see the mislabeled particle defect
near the bottom left of the fiber, which is due to being near the fiber edge.
Also it is noticed that the deep scratch is detected as both a scratch and
particles by having both the yellow and red defect labels.
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(b) Scratch Detection
(a) Deconvolved Image
Figure 5-7: Fiber 2 Defect Detection
(a) Deconvolved Image (b) Detected Defects
Figure 5-8: Fiber 3 Deconvolved
The machine vision algorithms are more than adequate for inspecting
fibers within the iNEMI guidelines. The mentioned mis-labeled defect prob-
lems err on the side of caution, thus they are not catastrophic failures.
5.4 Machine Design
Through the use of an error-budget and creative design the mechanical de-
sign meets all the functional requirements. the performance of each axis is
summarized in Table 5.1.
We propose the following time line to inspect a 12-fiber MT ferrule in
well under 2 minutes:
* center the system (2 sec.)
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(b) Detected Defects
Axis
X-Axis
Y-Axis
Z-Axis
Settling Time
0.05 sec.
0.03 sec.
0.03 sec.
Resolution
0.128 + 4 pm
0.003 t 4 pm.
0.0076 ± 10 jim
Repeatability
+8 Im
±15 Im
+10 pIm
Range
NA
3.5 mm
24 mm
Table 5.1: Final System Performance
" take HDR+HDOF Image (1 sec.)
" traverse to next fiber (1 sec.)
" repeat the previous steps until all 12 fibers are inspected
In our tests the FOFIM is found to inspect a 12-fiber MT ferrule in 222
sec. as shown in Table 5.2. The image capturing is slow because we are
limited by the 30 frames/sec frame rate and the computer processing the
images is quite slow (AMD Athlon 1800+ processor). The FOFIM mechan-
ical hardware is more than capable of beating the 2-minute time schedule.
A faster computer and more efficient computations will significantly reduce
inspection time.
Step Time [sec] Variance [sec]
Focus Camera 4 +0.1
Center the system 0.5 +0.1
Take HDR + HDOF Image 13 ±0.5
Traverse to Next Fiber 1 +0.1
total per fiber 18.5 ±0.8
number of fibers 12
total 222 t9.6
Table 5.2: Measured System Inspection Time
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Thesis Contributions
At the onset of this thesis it was uncertain if in-situ backplane inspection
was feasible. This thesis has clearly shown that backplane inspection is quite
practical and we presented a comprehensive study and method for in-situ
backplane inspection. We also developed a fiber optic ferrule inspection
machines (FOFIMs) for in situ backplane inspection where the inspection
problem was framed by laying out the functional requirements:
" perform in situ inspection of back plane connectors
" 3-axis motion:
- Ferrule-to-ferrule: Nominal range up to 700 mm with ± 20 pm
repeatability and 5 pm resolution.
- Fiber-to-fiber: Nominal range of 250 pm with ± 20 pm repeata-
bility and 5 pm resolution.
- Focus: Nominal range of 20 pm with ± 25 pm repeatability and
0.5 pm.
" 2 minute inspection time for 12 fiber MT ferrule
" detect 1-2 pm defects:
- Scratches: location, width and contrast
- Pits, Particles, and Oils: are, location and contrast
" priced for the market, being salable at $5k-$10k
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e non destructive to the fiber endface
The key components solving the problem are optics, machine vision and
mechanical design.
" Optics: We successfully designed an ultra-long working-distance mi-
croscope objective with 15X magnification and 0.2 NA. It uses two
doublets and 2 singlets and is optimized for 470 nm light, thus giving
1.4 jIm object Rayleigh resolution. Deconvolution methods further in-
creased resolution to 1.1 jIm, well within the 1-2 jim requirement by
iNEMI 1 .
" Machine Vision: A few methods to accurately and repeatably detect
defects upon the fiber endface have been presented. We utilized a
simple method of summing images of differing exposures that provides
virtually limitless high-dynamic-range (HDR) images.
We then employ high-depth-of-field (HDOF) imaging to extended the
inherent 1 jim depth-of-field limit to inspect well beyond 20 jim re-
quired for APC2 fiber inspection.
Through capturing HDR and HDOF images all information needed to
detect all defects is available. Edge finding, the Hough Transform, and
various morphological operators accurately detect the fiber endface,
particles and scratches.
" Machine Design: Through the use of an error-budget and creative
deterministic design, the mechanical design achieves all the functional
requirements. It is a simple mechanical system that is produced at
relatively low cost, controllable, compact, gives good performance and
is good for in-situ backplane inspection. The x-axis has 0.05 second
settling time, 0.124 ± 4pm resolution and ±8jim repeatability. The
y-axis has 0.03 second settling time, 0.003 t 4 pm resolution and
±15pm repeatability. The z-axis has 0.03 second settling time and
0.00076 ± 10 jm resolution and ±10pm repeatability.
6.1.1 Future Work
This prototype is very promising; it has served as enabling technology prov-
ing that an automated backplane inspection machine is feasible, but in order
'International Electronics Manufacturing Initiative; they road map the needs of the
global electronics industry providing standards and dissemination of efficient business
practices
2 Angled Physical Contact: reduces an interconnect's reflectance loss.
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for it to become a salable product many improvements should be made. De-
creasing manufacturing costs of the mechanical components even further
is key. Total cost of the mechanical parts was $2500, and of course higher
quantities should reduce the price but we do have a fundamental limit; man-
ufacturing tolerance requirements on some parts are quite high. Instead of
the standard machining operations, perhaps casting followed by milling or
grinding could be used to ensure high-tolerance parts at lower cost.
To enhance repeatability, the z-axis leadscrew and nut should be re-
designed to reduce backlash and error motions; The motor couplings need
to be redesigned to reduce backlash and motor shaft loading; and a dual
drive rack-and-pinion would reduce the Abbe error motions of the x-axis.
Sliding contact bearings will generate many particles that could fall onto
the card-based machine or fiber endface while performing inspections. The
use of a sticky grease at each bearing could help trap particles as well as
placing a sticky patch on the underside of the FOFIM top.
The large cable connecting the FOFIM to the microcontroller and com-
puter may accidentally be bumped. It is desirous to reduce these usability
problems, therefore packaging the microcontroller, battery pack and wire-
less transmitter and receiver into the inspection system would be a nice
feature for future machines. The host computer could then just send simple
"GOTO" commands over a wireless network and the FOFIM would pick up
the command with its receiver. There is existing technology for broadcast-
ing live video feeds over an RF channel, the quality of this setup would need
to be fully tested to maintain the high quality images for inspection.
The optics work very well, and when purchased in quantities of 100, the
doublets cost $15.25 each and the singlets cost $7.50 each, totaling $45.50
per objective. Costs could possibly be minimized by reducing the lens count
and loosening manufacturing tolerances. Also, high volume manufacturing
allows cost effective use of aspherical lenses which can easily reduce lens
count.
It has been proposed to use coherent lighting (i.e. a laser diode) but it is
difficult to directly compare the coherent and incoherent lighting cases as the
Rayleigh resolution, frequency content and PSF depend directly upon the
phase distribution of the object [25]. The phase distribution of fiber endfaces
can vary widely with different scratches and oils on the fiber endface, thus
we should experiment with coherent lighting to determine its capabilities.
The proposed image processing algorithms work well, but due to imaging
variations: uneven lighting, connector materials, and lit fiber cores; the
detection algorithms may mislabel defects. They err on the side of caution
and the code should be made more robust before being sold to the market.
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Also it is desirous to reduce computation time, and experimentation with
different algorithms such as active appearance models may be beneficial.
In order for the fiber optic industry to adopt this machine, total sys-
tem cost should be approximately $5k-$10k, which at quantities of 100 the
FOFIM should be profitable. As a cost study example, IBM's BlueGene/L
supercomputer is leased at $0.50/cpu/hour, thus for 1 day downtime for
1000 processors, the total cost is $12,000. Perhaps the $5k-$10k price is a
little low, but the FOFIM should be quite profitable when made in quantity
100 or more as shown in Table 6.1. Also, standard product design practices
such as design for manufacture and aesthetics should be applied rigorously.
Description Quantity 1 Cost Quantity 100 Cost
Mechanical Parts $3,000.00 $1,000.00
Optics $300.00 $7.50
Motors $450.00 $180.00
Computer $2,000.00 $1,000.00
Microcontroller $100.00 $20.00
total $5,850.00 $2,207.50
Table 6.1: FOFIM Cost Structure
This thesis has shown that in-situ backplane inspection is quite feasible
and for future work we may want to extend this platform to inspect other
items such as planar wave-guides, ball lenses or even copper connectors.
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Glass Name LAF6-CHIN K20-CHIN ZF13-CHIN QF8_CHIN
Index at 470 nm 1.770765868 1.540971076 1.811641047 1.550576636
Index at 465 nm 1.771597199 1.541444656 1.813391807 1.551183436
Index at 475 nm 1.769960523 1.540513191 1.809958075 1.549990777
Index at 454 nm 1.773524814 1.542545756 1.817498799 1.552597698
Index at 478 nm 1.769489295 1.540245684 1.808979615 1.549648886
Index at 447 nm 1.774829167 1.543292267 1.820311419 1.55355941
Index at 485 na 1.768423342 1.539641588 1.806784176 1.548877875
V Number 470.9336839 580.7746079 236.3728186 461.6378707
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P1038-C4-DOOR I -
ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
30.00
1.50 THRU ALL
-- 1.25 0. 9
- 13.60
10.62 -8.3
- 4. 37
2. 12 -
-0
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002*
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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PART NO. REV
p,1038-C4-DOOR-
mmi a.r PM sm aoZ .eUnooa 1mi. piu-c4-o 1. TI
Siff, II $ME 31 1M It OFlIi
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ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
I2X RI.00± .10 5.00
3..5 3 00
00.2 THRU ALL 30.00'
.25
- 13.60
II .48-
9. 23-
5.23-
2.98-
I --
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
. 0.50
- A.1ILSOI1
.11 *c. 15 o,,s
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DOOR FOR FRONT OF SYSTEM
PART NO. REV
P1038-C4-DOOR2 -
Twdo mp: PN-A-5o.? IN. .am -CA.? I.'
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B
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I
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0 1
7PIS31-C4-CREN-PILD-NUT I -
ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
OTY 2
SCALE 4/1
MIx.25 ISO - H TAP W 1.80
0.75 DRILL 1 0.75 ) THRU -( I ) HOLE
2.00
1.00
0
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002'
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
N2x.4 ISO
2.6 DRILL
SCALE 5/I 10.00-
8.25-
5.00-
1.75 -
0-1
RO.5
A
- H CLEAR
2.60 ) THRU -( 4 1 HOLE
2X
MAX 0.10 X 456
0 6. 35 01
C)11.51-
I 1.27
SECTION A-A
-6 .50-
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002U
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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NET T-T 6AGLE * "
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P1038-C4-VEE-WHEEL I
ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
OTY 2
SCALE 4/1
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN U00?"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
4X
MAX RADIUS
RO.05 3.9624
3.7592
0 3.1750-0
0.0102
SCALE 5/I
1 .00
0.50
M3x.5 THREADED FULL LENGTH ,...
5X
MAX 45" X 0.05
08. 00±0. 05
06.50±0.05
SECTION A-A
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
OTY 3
SCALE 5/1
05.00
3.4.28 03.
L2. 14
MAX 0.05x
A
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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SURFACE FINISH UNITS IN MICRONS
SCALE 10/I
0
A ----
R0 .10 MAX
U.U5x45*
5X
1 .50-
2. 50 -
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002'
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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- 03.1750+0.0102 5
SECTION A-A
CODE IDENT 31413
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WORM PRELOAD
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ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
1.6x.35 ISO - H CLEAR
1.7 DRILL 1 1.70 1 THRU -I 4 1 HOLE
10.88--
9.44- + ------
MAX CHAMFER
5.44 - 0.08x45"
5.7404
1. 44 - -- --- - --- 5. 35941 .44-
0-'4
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
SCALE 5/1
1.25
A
MI.6x.35 ISO
DRILL ( 1.25 ) W 3
2.84
A
- H TAP T 3.00
.75 -( I ) HOLE
5X
MAX RADIUS
RO.08
00 m ~MAX 0.1x45*
3.62 03. 1750- .0 --- - -- - - - +30+ .01 O5.853. 759? -0.0102 03.00~ 058
SECTION A-A
MAX RO.20
MI.6x.35 ISO - H TAP THRU THIS WALL ONLY TOLEAUCEs I . L.S
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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ZONE REV DESCRIPTION BY DATE APPROVED
OTY 2
MAX CHAMFER 45'X0.10 ALL EDGES
SCALE 3/I
Ix.25 ISO - H CLEAR
0 DRILL ( 1.20 ) THRU -(2 )HOLE
013.011 3.0 0 . 0
--- --- 5.44
D
5.00
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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0.05
I x.25 ISO -H TAP T 1 .80
11 .-75 DR ILL ( 0 .75 1 _f 2.25 - 1l 
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---- --03.00
SECTION A-A
04.00+0.01
1.25 DRILL ( 1.25 R T 5.00 -DE ) HOLE
\/02.8
A
SCALE 5/1
MAX RADIUS RO.50
A -.
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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-- ~ --
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MAX RADIUS RO.10
-
315+0.0102o39203. 1 AX CAE .5
5X MAX CHAMFER 0.05x45"
SECTION A-A
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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SECTION A-A
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SCALE 5/1
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SECTION A-A
1.50 5.00
8.00
GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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2.0 DRILL ( 2.00 ) THRU
\/O 3. 10
10.88 -
2X 9.44-
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS. PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFA
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002'
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS. PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN .002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS, PERPENDICULARITY AND PARALLELISM REQUIREMENTS
MILLED SURFACES WITHIN P002"
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERMITTED.
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GENERAL NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TAPPED HOLES TO BE CLEARED AFTER HARDENING AND OR SURFACE FINISH.
3. MILLED SURFACES TO BE 63 RMS OR BETTER.
4. FLATNESS. PERPENDICULARITT AND PARALLELISM REOUIREMENTS
HILLED SURFACES WITHIN .00 TE
5. NO MATERIAL AND OR PLATING SUBSTITUTIONS PERHITTED.
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